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INTRODUCTION 
As described by Brown (9 ),' three general regions of 
Peorian, or Wisconsin, loess were recognized as important 
soil formation in Iowa. These were: (1) the deep, cal­
careous Missouri loess extending into the third tier of 
counties in western lowaj (2) the moderately deep, non-
calcareous Mississippi loess of eastern Iowa; and (5) the 
shallow, non-calcareous loess of the southern three tiers 
of counties in Iowa. The dominant upland grass-influenced 
soil series associated with each of these loess areas was 
the Marshall, Tama, and Grundy, respectively. No function­
al relationships between loess areas and the soil series 
developed from them were Indicated on the basis of the 
classification proposed by Brown. 
Studies In Illinois s}iowed that functional relation­
ships exist between the loess distribution pattern and 
certain properties of the soil series derived from it pro­
ceeding in a southeasternly direction away from the Illinois 
River, the major source of loess supply. As the Missouri 
River is a major source of loess supply (18), functional 
relationships between the soil series and the loess dis­
tribution pattern were Indicated for southwestern Iowa. 
•'figures in parentheses refer to literature cited 
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Acting on these premises, and pursuing a line of Inves­
tigation similar to that used by Bray and others in 
Illinois, Button (14), conducted a study in south-vfestern 
Iowa. He showed certain morphological, physical, and 
chemical properties of the gently sloping Prairie soils 
developed from Peorlan loess In southwestern Iowa were 
related to the depth and distribution of the loess. 
As a result of the studies by Button, similar func­
tional relationships were Indicated for the associated 
catenary, nearly level Prairie, Wiesenboden, and Plan-
osol soils developed from Peorlan loess in southwestern 
Iowa. The studies herein reported were undertaken to 
, investigate the nature of these relationships as an aid 
in the interpretation of the genesis, classification, and 
characteristics of the nearly level soils developed from 
Peorlan loess in southwestern Iowa. In conjunction with 
the findings reported by Hutton, It la hoped that a better 
understanding of the soils developed from Peorlan loesa 
will be forthcoming as an aid in the solution of the agri­
cultural problems of southwestern Iowa, the other areas of 
loess deposition in Iowa and surrounding states, as well 
as furthering the understanding of soils and soil-forming 
processes everywhere. 
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IIISTOHICAL 
Classification of Loess-Derived Prairie, Wlesenboden, 
and Planoaol Soils of Southwestern Iowa 
Improved techniques of soil investigation have provided 
quantitative information of soil properties and soil-forming 
processes giving rise to them. Many revisions of the soil 
series established by eErller surveys have been made on the 
basis of the additional inforniatlon now available. The fol­
lowing is a brief review of the older and newer concepts of 
the loess-derived, nearly level Prairie, Wiesenboden, and 
Planosol soils in southwestern Iowa and adjacent states. 
Grundy series 
The Grundy series was established in Grundy County, 
Missouri, in 1916, and subsequently mapped over an exten­
sive area In northern lilssourl, eastern Kansas, southern 
Iowa, southeastern Nebraska, nnd central Illinois* 
As described by Rice (27 )» the Grundy series in north­
ern Missouri and southern Iowa was developed from Peorlan 
loess under the Influence of an annual rainfall of 32 to 35 
Inches, a mean annual temperature of 50® P, a tall grass 
vegetation, smooth to level topography, and somewhat re­
stricted drainage* The essential profile features included: 
(1) a dark to almost black, granular surface soil, (2) a 
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heavy textured subsoil, and (3) a lighter colored, non-
calcareous loesslal substratum. 
The Grundy series In southeastern Nebraska, as describ­
ed by Hays (12), was similar to the description of the 
Grundy series of Iowa and Missouri. The greatest differen­
ces reported by Hays were the more compact and imprevlous 
subsoil, and the presence of primary or secondary cal­
careous deposits in the substratum. These latter features 
led to the discontinuance of the Grundy series (13) in 
Nebraska, and the correlation of the former Grundy soils 
as members of several new soil series. 
At one time, the Grundy series was widely mapped in 
Illinois, Including a Grundy profile in the "maturity 
series" study by Bray (5), but this profile has since been 
correlated as Ipava, and the Grundy series is no longer 
recognized in Illinois (52a). 
Brown (9) reported the mapping of 5 types and 2 
piiases of the Grundy series in south central Iowa: (1) 
Grundy silt loam in 26 counties, (2) Grundy silty clay loam 
in 10 counties, (3) Grundy clay loam in 3 counties, (4) 
Grundy silt loam, shallow phase, in 2 counties, and 
(5) Grundy silt loam, light colored phase, in 1 county. 
As described by Brown, the surface soil of the Grundy 
series was dark brown to almost black in color with an 
occassional thin faint p-vey layer in the lower portion. 
The upper subsoil was mottled, plastic, and heavy tex­
tured. The substratum was a lighter gray, non-calcareous 
plastic silty clay to silty clay loam mottled with gray, 
yellow, and rust brown. The topography was described as 
gently rolling to almost level, but not depressional, and 
the lighter colored loessial substratum over-laid Kansas 
glacial drift* 
Subsequent studies have indicated that the Grundy 
series as described by Brown and others and reported in 
soil survey reports was too wide. Redefinition 628 ) of 
the series has largely restricted the Grundy series to 
those sections of southern Iowa and northern Missouri 
known as the Shelby-Grundy-Haig, and Grundy-Haig soil 
association areas as shown in Figure 1. In these areas, 
the Grundy series developed from fine textured loess on 
1 to 7% slopes. The loess is 90 to 150 inches in thick­
ness in its more level positions. 
The surface soil is a dark brown hea^^y silt loamj 
the subsoil is a mottled, slowly permeable silty clay 
containing an average of 45% clay; and the substratum is 
teSHTTS 
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light colored, non-calcareou3 loess. 
As the Grundy series is now redefined, it would be 
grouped with the Prairie soils. 
Edina series 
The Edina series was established in Knox County, 
Missouri, in 1917 (32a) and subsequently mapped in northern 
Missouri, southern Iowa, and southwestern Illinois. The 
Edlna series is classified in the Planosol great soil 
group. 
As described by Brown (9), the Edlna series had a 
dark gray brown surface soil; a gray to almost white sub­
surface, or A2 horizon; and a substratian of lighter 
colored, mottled, fine textured loess. The series was re­
ported as occupying nearly level to depressed sites, poorly 
drained, inclined to be wet' in the spring, suffering from 
drought in late summer, and not highly productive. The 
silt loam was the only type recognized. The aeries was 
mapped In 6 counties, and it occupied a small total area. 
In Missouri, the Edina series was largely limited to 
the northermost tier of counties, the extreme northeastern 
comer, and a north-south arc extending down the center of 
— 
the state to about Columbia. As in Iowa, the Edina 
aeries in Missouri occupied a small total area. 
In Illinois, the Edina series was mapped in two locali­
ties in the west central portion of the state. The areas 
have since been correlated as Herrick, and the Edina series 
is no"^ lopger recognized in Illinois (32a). 
As presently described (28), the Edina series is about 
the same as reported by Brown. The series includes some 
soils formerly mapped as Grundy and Putnam, and it is es­
sentially confined to the Shelby-Seymour-Edina soil associa­
tion area of southern Iowa and northern Missouri as shown in 
Figure 1. 
Haig; aeries 
The Haig series (28) is a newly described series not 
found on presently published soil survey reports. It was 
formerly included in the Grundy series. The Haig series is 
classified as maximal (36) Wiesenboden and consists of 
borderline Wiesenboden-Planosol soils developed from fine 
textured loess under the influence of tall grasses, nearly 
level topography, and restricted drainage. The surface soil 
is a brownish black to black ailty clay loam or silt loam. 
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The subsoil is a mottled, slowly permeable silty clay 
which apparently cannot be effectively drained by conven­
tional tiling practices. The substratum is a lighter 
colored, mottled, and non-calcareoua loess of sllty clay 
loam texture. The series is found in the Shelby-Grundy-
Haig and Grundy-Haig soil association areas of southern 
Iowa and northern Missouri as shown in Figure 1. 
Winterset series 
The Winterset (28) aeries is also a new series not 
shown on published soil survey reports. Like the Ilaig 
series, the Winterset series was formerly included with 
the Grundy and, in some instances, with the Muscatine 
series. The series la confined to nearly level loess-capped 
flats and divides and developed under the influence of tall 
grass and poor natural drainage. The series la classified 
with the Wiesenboden great soil group. The surface soil is 
a brownish black to black sllty clay loam. The subsoil is 
a mottled, but moderately permeable heavy silty clay loam 
or light silty clay which apparently can be tile drained 
effectively. The substratum is a lighter colored, mottled, 
and non-calcareous loess. The series is found in the 
Shelby-Sharpsburg-Wlnterset soil association area of south­
ern Iowa and northern Missouri as shown in Figure 1* 
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Mlnden series 
The Minden series (28 ) is another new series not found 
in published soli survey reports. The series is classified 
as minimal (35 ) Prairie, but exhibits some borderline 
Prslrie-Wiesenboden characteristics. It was forinerly In­
cluded in the Marshall series. The Kinden series is con­
fined to nearly level loesa-capped flats and divides in the 
Marshall soil association area as shown in Figure 1. Be­
cause of the limited extent of such topographic areas, the 
Minden series is not extensive. The surface soil is brownish 
black to black silt loam. The subsoil is a brownish, modera­
tely permeable sllty clay loam with a clay content up to 55 
per cent. The substratum is a slightly mottled, medium 
textured loess which is non-calcareous to a considerable 
depth. 
Distribution of Peorian Loess in 
Southwestern Iowa 
As reported by Kay and Graham (18), the Peorian loess 
of Iowa was not evenly distributed over the state. The major 
areas of loess supply were the J.iissourl Elver for the loess 
foxmd in western snd southern Iowa, and the lowan glacial 
drift sheet for the loess found in eastern Iowa. Prevailing 
westerly and northwesterly winds are now generally believed 
to have been the agent responsible for the transportation 
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©f the loess. 
Some of t: s thickest deposits of. loess are in west­
ern Iowa along the east valley wall Irnmedistely adjacent 
to the Missouri River. Exposed, ever replenished though 
shifting, mud flats are now generally believed to have been 
the source of the silty deposits now known as Peorian loess. 
The loess deposits are deeper and more coarse near the 
source of supply and ^-radually decrease in depth end in­
crease in fineness as one proceeds in a southeasterly 
dli'ection away from the areas of initial deposition. Depths 
of 100 feet have been measured in the bluffs immediately east 
of the Missouri River bottom. These deposits greatly modify 
the landscape sculptured below in the Kansan glacial drift 
sheet. As the loess thins rapidly in a southeasterly d.1-
rection away from the areas of initial deposition, it 
occupies a progressively smaller portion of the upland 
area. In south central Iowa near the Missouri state line, 
the loess is about 90 inches thick and is confined to the 
more gently sloping ridge tops and flat divides. 
While the maximum depths of the loess near the Missouri 
River had long been known, the depths reported by Kay and 
Graham (iq) in south central Iowa have been revised upward 
recently as the result of findings by Button (14). Hutton 
mad© a systematic study of the loess distribution pattern 
2 ft- J I , ' 
aloritj two northwest-souti^est( travoraaa In southwestern 
Iowa. TravHrsG No. 1 orlijlnr.ted on the river bluffs in 
Monona County adjacent to a particularly wide portion of 
the I.rissouri J^iver bottom, and it crosses the Wisaourl 
state line in Wayne 'bounty in south central lotva. Travepss 
Ho. 2 originated in Pottowattaiaie County adjacer>.t to a 
narrow; portion of the Missouri Jtiver bottom, and it crosses 
the Missouri state line in Taylor county in southwestern 
lo^va. button reported no measurement in the Immediate river 
bluffs in I'onona County, but 10.25 miles southeast from his 
point of Initial deposition along Traverse lJc» 1 the loess 
was 630 inches thick; and, 167,5 njlles away In a south­
easterly direction In Viayne County, the loess thickness was 
95 Inches, olmilarly, along Traverse No. 2, the correspond­
ing thicknesses or loess were 1379 inches 0.1 mile, from the 
point of Initial deposition and 150 inches 87 miles away in 
Taylor County. These loess thickneas aeasureinents were 
taken at nearly level sites believed to have suffered a 
minimum of s'.ibseq^,^ent erosion and hence are estla:otes of the 
original laaxlmuiB loess accumulation* 
In the light of the findings by Hutton, the loess 
thickness of 2, 3, and 4 feet reported by Kay and Graham 
( -j^q) for south central, and probably for southeastern Iowa 
are too low. As suggested by Hutton (15) in his review of 
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the data presented by the loesa thickness contours re­
ported "by Eay riay be averages for the entire landscape 
rather than maximum thicknesses in uneroded locations. 
Loess thickness measurements made in connection vrith 
the soil profiles reported in this study*as shown in Table 
1, are in close agreement v/lth the findings of Kutton. 
Mode of Loess Deposition 
In areas of Asia, North America, and Burope loess 
deposits have been found, and the mode of their deposition 
has long been a matter of dispute. Shlmek (30) in his re­
view ©f the early literature, states that Cornelius, writing 
in the first volume, first series, of the Anerlcan Journal 
of Science and Arts in 1818 regarded the "clays" (nor known 
as loess) of Natchez, Mississippi, as alluvial. Shlmek 
further states that this view was widely accepted until com­
paratively recent times, swollen streams being regarded as 
the agency of transportation and deposition. The associa­
tion of the Mississippi River system, and the decrease in 
depth and Increase in fineness of the texture of the loes-
slal deposits with distance away from the river valleys, 
resulted In almost unanimous acceptance, in one form or 
another, of the aqeous theory of loessla1 deposition for 
over half a century. 
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In 1870, Rlchthofen, as the result of observations 
In China, first suggested the eolian origin of loess de­
posits. Rlchthofen, based his opinions on the varying 
altitudes of the loessial deposits, absence of stratifica­
tion, land fauna fossils, presence of plant root and 
the vast desert areas to the west of China which could pro­
vide a source of supply for deposition of loess in China. 
Shlmek (30) reports thnt Todd strongly objected to the 
acceptance of the eolian hypothesis of Rlchthofen for the 
loess of the Mississippi River area. The article by Todd 
appeared in 1879 and was widely approved by leading 
scientists and societies of the time. In the absence of a 
vast desert area to the west to supply loessial materials, 
Todd proposed a vast Lake Missouri In which the loessial de­
posits of Iowa and Missouri were deposited. 
Presumably, varying levels of this huge lake could 
account for the vai?ylng altitudes of the loess deposits now 
found in the area, but the major evidence in favor of this 
modification of the widely accepted aqeous theory of loess 
deposition was the widespread ©ccurrence of fossil fauna 
identified as aquatic In habit and habitat. 
It was largely upon the reported presence of aquatic 
fossil fauna Shlmek (30) based his disbelief In the modi­
fied aqeous hypothesis of Todd. After fifty years of 
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©"bservatlon end field work, Shlmek stated the fossil fauna 
previously Identified as aquatic are undoubtedly terrest­
rial in habit and habitat and, far froni being abundant, 
aquatic fossil fauna in loessial deposits are largely ab­
sent or rare. Cf 2130 fossils from a locality studied in 
Nebraska, 1972 were terrestrial including soine with des­
cendants In Iowa find Nebraska at the present time. 
Shlmek (50) writes he first suspected the truth of the 
eolian hypothesis for the origin of the loess of the Missis­
sippi Biver area as early as 1890 before reading the v/orks 
of Rlchthofen. Shlmek also wrote a paper in 1896 in support 
of the eolian theory, but it was the fluvio-eollan hypo­
thesis of Chamberlln (11) which-has since gained the widest 
acceptance. According to Chamberlln, sllty glacial flood 
waters, the fluvio agent, overflowed their channels de­
positing vast mud flats. Upon drying and before stabiliza­
tion by vegetation, these flats served as a source of supply 
of materials for distribution by prevailing westerly and 
northwesterly winds, the eolian agent. Chamberlln con­
tended the theory narrow glacial river flood plains could 
provide sufficient material was self-defeating in view of 
the enormous known deposits of loess; and similarly, the 
elevated topographic position, presence of terrestrial 
fossils and well preserved coniferous vegetation, and 
other physical difficulties militated against a purely 
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fluvlo hypothesis. 
The generally accepted theory on the mode of deposi­
tion of the Peorian loess of the Mississippi River area is 
the operation of the fluvio-eolian mechanism proposed by 
Chamberlln under climatic conditions not greatly different 
than the present time. The glacial front was at some dis­
tance to the north, and a mixed deciduous-coniferous forest 
vegetation was present similar to that in northern Minne­
sota today. Shimek (30) maintained the reduction in size 
of some of the fossil fauna are far more likely to be due 
to Increased aridity than increased frigidity. As loess 
deposition continued during Peorian time, fossil fauna and 
flora evidence (18) Indicates that climatic conditions be­
came more arid, and the grasses which formerly occupied only 
the highest and most exposed sites gradually displaced the 
forests giving rise to a prairie grass type of vegetation. 
Time of Loess Deposition 
Although the mode of Peorian loess deposition is now 
quite generally accepted, the time of deposition is still a 
subject of controversy. 
Kay and Graham (18) state the name Peorian was first 
used in 1898 by Leverett. He applied it to the weathered 
zone at the contact between the lowan loess and the Shelby-
vllle till in Illinois. In the Farm Creek exposure east of 
Peoria, Illinois, there was evidence of a weathering in­
terval between the time cf deposition of the loess and the 
till of the Shelbyv^lle moraine. The tiire of deposition of 
the loess was correlated aa lowan. The till of the Shelby-
ville moraine was corr-elated as Tazewell. The weathering 
interval was named the Peorian Interglacial interval. 
A few years later, Kay and Graham (18) state Shimek 
on the basis of fossil evidence proposed the interpretation 
that the ao-called lowan loess was not contemporaneous with 
lowan drift sheet, and hence glacial in age, but of eolian 
origin and deposited after the retreat of the lowan ice 
sheet. With the general acceptance of the interpretation 
proposed by Shimek, the loess became known as Peorian loess 
because it was deposited during Peorian interglacial time. 
While not in accord w'th the original meaning of Leverett, 
this application of the term Peorian was quite generally 
accepted for both the time of deposition and the time of 
weathering of the loess. Unfortunately for this interpreta­
tion, the record of the substagea of the Viiisconsin glaciers 
is incomplete in Iowa and Illinois. In Illinois, the loess 
is followed by the Tazewell drift, but in Iowa both the 
Tazewell and Gary drift sheets of early and middle Wiscon­
sin age are absent or have yet to be identified. In Iowa, 
the lowan -drift is separated in many places from the Man-
18-
kato drift by a Tridespread loessial formation, known for 
many years as the Peorian loess. In Illinois, the situation 
is even more complicated with loess deposits both above and 
below the Tazewell drift. These loess deposits unite to 
form one, as yet, indistinguishable loess to the south of 
the Tazewell border. Kay and Graham (18) state it is this 
situation which prompted Leighton to eliminate the Peorian 
entirely from the Pleistocene classification in Illinois. 
Leighton was of the opinion that the Peorian loess was de­
posited continuously from lowan time until after the Man-
kato, and hence there was no clearly distinguishable 
Peorian interglacial interval as originally proposed by Le-
verett. Although fossil evidence is now interpretated by 
Kay and Graham (13) as consistent with the glacial origin of 
the loess, in the absence of other readily distinguishable 
features, the Peorian loess Is now generally considered in-
traglacial in both Iowa and Illinois rather than as original­
ly defined by Leverett as a short interglacial subage between 
the lowan and Tazewell drift sheets. 
Relationship of Loess Thickness and 
Soil Profile Development to 
Distance from Loess 
Source 
Kay and Graham (18) present a number of mechanical 
analyses of Peorian loess samples obtained from traverses 
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in Iowa. They state that variations of the Iceaa within 
single cuts and local areas are frequently more distinct 
than variations from different parts of the state. In re­
ference to the loess of Missouri River origin, they report 
it becomes finer with increase in distance east of the 
river. Uie most logical reason for this, they attribute 
to the direction and distance of transport. This study, in 
which the samples were collected at depths of 4 and 7 feet, 
was in no way related to the type soil developed from the 
loesslal deposits. 
Krumbein (].9 ) also made a study of loess thickness with 
distance from the Mississippi River, the probable source of 
the loesslal materials along his traverse in Illinois. His 
traverse is'as very short, and it showed that the loess in a 
2 to 9 mile distance from the river thinned according to the 
equation: Y a e raised to the minus 0.17X power, where Y is 
the depth of the loess, and X is the distance from the river. 
Krumbein stated that extrapolation of his equation would 
seriously underestimate the thickness of the loess at the 
river bluffs, but he believed this might be due to the piling 
of sand. 
Smith (32 ) systematically studied the nature of the 
loess along two traverses in central and southwestern 
Illinois. Smith found that: (1) within limits of error, 
differences in particle size of the calcareous loess obtain­
ed from the lower one-fourth of the deposit varied lin­
early with the logarithm of distance from the river bluffs, 
and (5) the carbonate content of the loess decreased as the 
loess became thinner. 
For the curve of the rate of loess thinning with 
distance. Smith found that the equation which best fitted 
the data was of the type: Y r A -B log X, where Y Is the 
thickness of loess in inches, and X is the distance In miles. 
Owing to the absence of road cuts and the great thickness of 
the loess, Sm3th was unable to make thickness measurements 
nearer the river bluffs than four miles along his traverses. 
Like Krumbein, Smith realized that his equations, reliable 
from 4 to 100 miles would underestimate the thickness of 
loess along the imiKedlate river bluffs. By offsetting his 
traverse 12 miles to the south to take advantage of road 
cuts. Smith was able to calculate a second equation for the 
changes In loess thickness in the Initial twenty miles of 
his Traverse No. 2. In the process of examining the deep 
cuts along the Mississippi River bluffs. Smith could find 
no evidence of sand piling to support the speculation of 
Krumbein. To explain the necessity for two loess thickness-
distance equations. Smith proposed that the wind direction 
was not always the same during loess deposition. The shape 
of the river flood plain in relation to probable wind di-
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rectlons is the important consideration aa to the validity 
of this hypothesis. Study of i!he conformation of the Missis­
sippi River bottomlands along Traverse No. 2 revealed that 
winds blowing from the northwest could deposit appreciable 
amounts of loess to a distance of only 20 miles but not be­
yond this distance. On the other hand, winds from the west 
northwest could deposit loess along the entire traverse while 
winds from the southwest could deposit virtually no loess* 
The first equation would thus conform to the summation of 
loess deposits from variable winds within the first 20 miles, 
whereas the second equation would apply to loess deposits 
due to west northwest winds. 
Smith also made pedogenic reference to the five stages 
of soil profile development studied morphologically by Norton 
(23). These profiles developed under prairie grasses reveal 
a continuous transition in character from praire soils to 
Planosols. These soils Illustrate a graduation in color of 
the surface soil from very dark brown to black with permeable 
subsoils, to the development of ashy gray subsurface horizons 
and impermeable, plastic claypan subsoils. Although these 
characteristics of advanced soil profile development are 
irost striking under conditions of gently sloping to level 
topography and slow drainage, Norton ) had pointed out 
that they also occur in soils on gently rolling slopes with 
fairly good drainages Smith (32) cited data from the Tama 
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and Jasper profiles In aupnort of the obseinratlons by ¥or-
ton. Tama is the sloping, better drained member of the Mus­
catine catena developed from deep loess, and Jasper occupies 
a similar topographic position in the Cisne catena developed 
from thin loess. The Jasper profile showed rnore eluviation, 
had less organic matter, and was less highly base saturated 
than the Tama« The Jasper profile, even though it occurred 
on rolling slopes, was approaching the Planosol condition. 
Smith concluded the differences In soil profiles along 
Traverse No. 1 are associated with differences in time and 
degree of weathering;, and these profiles In time could be­
come Planosols. 
Bray ( 5) In his physical-chemical study of the soils 
along traverse No; 1 of Smith (32) in Illinois concluded 
two main types of secondary minerals are formed and distri­
buted in the profile contributing to the observed variations 
with Increasing time and degree of weathering. The first of 
these secondary minerals is ferro-manganlferous, chiefly the 
oxides, in nature* The presence of these minerals Increases 
with maturity In both the acid and alkaline horizons of the 
soil. These oxides are present both as soft, rust-colored 
splotches, and hard, usually dark colored concretions. The 
second group of secondary alnerala is silicates of the beldel-
llte-nontronlte series and a ae:^telte, since Identified as 
llllte by Grim, high in potassium*According to Eray (5 )« 
the latter secondary silicates "begin to form early before 
all the carbonates are gone, and they are subject to move­
ment before any rsrked acidity develops. In a later paper. 
Bray (7 ) reports this mobile fraction of the soil colloid 
as particles less than .06 microns in diameter. It is the 
Tnovement and accumulation of this fraction in the subsoil 
which produced the pronounced clsypan characteristics ob­
served in advanced soil profile development. Tie mechanism 
of the movement, as interpreted by Bray, is dispersion, ir-
regardless of the degree of base saturation, and subsequent 
movement mechanically by percolating water to depths of 20, 
30 or more inches. At these depths, the dispersing forces 
associated -vfith the decending water are no longer effective 
and adhesive forces stop further descent. Although Bray 
postulated a purely physical mechanism for the movement of 
the fine clay, and he disagreed with the possibility of 
chemical flocculfition by electrolytes as proposed by Jenny 
and Smith 0-7 ), it is probably some as yet unexplained com­
bination of physical and chemical forces that arrests descent 
of the clay. Bray described the pedogenic processes re­
sponsible for the profile differences noted along Traverse 
No. 1 as a subtype called "sllicatic" under the podsollc 
soil forming process. The future doveloproent of these soil 
profiles under the more acid conditions now prevailing is 
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conjectural, but Bray f-rseas the possibility of further 
decomposition of the secondary silicates to free oxides of 
iron, aluminum, and silicon* 
?fbiteside and Marshall (38) intensively studied two 
Plenosols developed from Peorian loess. A Putnam profile 
was obtained froTr northeastern '.'issouri, and a Cbwden pro­
file from southwestern Illinois. Morphological, mechanical 
analyses, volume weight, total carbon, base exchange capaci­
ties, total exchsDi'Teable bases, exchangeable sodium studies 
were made cf the horizons of the whole soil; and base ex­
change, double refraction, density, index of refraction, and 
x-ray diffraction pattern studies were made of various soil 
separates. These Investigators found in addition to the 
clay formed in place a considerable portion of the high clay 
content of the claypan horizon was due to the movement of 
fine clay within the profile. Most of the clay movement oc­
curred in the less than one-half micron sizes. Their stud­
ies showed the coarsest clay was composed mostly of quartz, 
a little feldspar, and a mixture of kaolonite, lllite, and. 
montmorillonite secondary clay minerals. The medium clay 
fraction was predominatly a rrixture of montmorillonite, 
lllite, and kaolonite. The finest clays contained some 
illlte, but consisted mostly of a montmorillonite type of 
mineral with the properties usually ascribed to beidellite. 
Prom their ^udies, Whiteside and Marshall concluded that 
one of the chief results of soil formation of the Putnam and 
Cowden profiles had been the production of clay minerals and 
their redistribution in the profile. 
Hutton (15) studied the loess distribution pattern 
along two northwest-southeast traverses in southwestern Iowa 
and six gently sloping soil profiles developed from it. He 
found the loess thinned with increasing distance at a re­
gular but noc straight line rate. With decreasing depth 
of parent material and increasing time of weathering in a 
southeaster^ly direction, the soil profiles exhibited in­
creasing development. The major soil forming processes were 
(1) cationic eluviation, and (2) formation and movement of 
clay within the profiles. The size fraction most respon­
sible for the accumulation of clay in the subsoil was shown 
to be the less than .06 micron size. To a lesser extent, 
movement of the 0.2 to 0,06 micron clay size was indicated, 
whereas the coarse 2.0 to 0.2 micron clay showed little 
evidence of movement. Cation exchange, differential thermal 
analyses, and partial total cbemical analyses studies of the 
coarse and fine clay separates indicated that the predomi­
nate types of secondary clay minerals developed along the 
traverses were silicates of tho montmorillonite-nontonite-
illite types. There was little evidence of the presence of 
kaclonite. 
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METHODS OP ITilVESTIGATION 
Depth and Distribution of Peorlan Loess In 
Southwestern Iowa 
Deacrtption of the area 
The area studied is located In southwestern Iowa. Ap­
proximately 25 counties, or one-fourth of the counties of 
Iowa, are included^ The area Is bounded on the west by the 
Missouri River, and It extends as far north as Monona and 
Crawford Counties. The Iowa-Missouri state line marks the 
southern boundary which extends as far east as Davis County 
in southeastern lowa^ To the northeast, the southern mar­
gins of the Mankato and lowan glacial drift sheets of cen­
tral Iowa bound the area. 
Owing to the decreesing rate of loess deposition in a 
southeasterly direction away from the Missouri River, the 
area presents two characteristic forms of topography. These 
have been described by Kay and Graham ( 18) as: (1) loess 
depositlonal topography, exhibiting topographic forms attri­
butable entirely to the loess; and (2) loess mantled ero-
slonal topography, exhibiting topographic forms modified but 
not obliterated by the loess. 
Loess depositlonal topography occurs in the western 
portion of the area immediately east of the Missouri River. 
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Thia area Is about 20 miles wide in the north in Monona 
and Harrison Counties, and decreases in width to about 3 
miles in the south in Mills and Fremont Counties. Abrupt 
ridges with a north-south trend characterize this area. 
Loess thickness in excess of 100 feet has been reported (14) 
innnediately east of the Missouri Fiver, and for the most 
part the old landscape sculptured in Kansan drift is 
ly modified. Characteristic topographic features include 
the absence of tabular divides, abrupt hills with "cat-
stepped" slopes, and steep valley walls cut in many places 
by huge gullies. Relief of more than 200 feet within a 
distance of a few miles is common. Drainage is good to 
locally excessive, and erosion is moderate to locally 
severe with the developnent of deep, vertically-sided gul­
lies one of the greatest agricultural problems of the area. 
Loess mantled erosional topography occurs in the re­
mainder of the area studied. Instead of obliterating the 
earlier Kansan drift landscape, the loess modified it to 
a varying degree from northwest to southeast. To the north­
west, the loess is moderately deep and occurs on the tops 
of the hills and upper slopes. Although the ridge tops 
present a uniform skyline, the overall effect of the loess 
deposition was to increase the relief of the old Kansan 
drift landscape. 
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Eastwaz>dl7, the loess thickness decreases and produced 
little topographic modification. As the loess thinned, it 
was restricted to higher slope and more level ridge top 
positions. In the extreme southeastern portion of the area 
where the loess was the most restricted and thinnest, no 
topographic modifinations of importance occurred. In this 
area, soils developed from the older Kansan and Nebraskan 
drift deposits occupy higher slope positions and soinetines 
even the narrow ri'dge tops, and loess'-derived soils occur 
only on broader ridge tops and divides. 
Measurements of loess thickness 
As part of his study. Button (14) established two 
northwest-southeast traverses. These traverses were label­
ed No. 1 and No. 2. Traverse No. 1 began at the Missouri 
River bluffs adjacent to a wide portion of the river bottom 
in Monona County and intersected the lowa-Wissouri state 
line 171 miles away in V^fayne County In south central Iowa. 
Traverse No. 2 began at the Missouri River bluffs adjacent 
to a narrow portion of the river bottom in Pottawattamie 
County and Intersected the Iowa-Missouri state line 90 
miles away in Taylor County in southwestern Iowa. These 
traverses were established on the evidence of dune-like 
loessial hills in Monona County which exhibited northwest-
southeast axes interpreted as the direction of prevailing 
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•winds during time of loess deposition. 
Using an extension auger. Button made a series of loess 
thickness borings along Traverses No. 1 and 2. He made his 
measurements on tabular divides or on broader ridge tops 
believed Indicative of maximum Peorian loess accumulation, 
flutton plotted his data both according to the method used by 
Krumbein (19) and by Smith (32), Earlier studies by these 
investigators had shown the depth of loess decreased ex­
ponentially with distance from loess source. Although de­
creasing at some exponential rate, Hutton found that simple 
equations of the type used by Krumbeln and Smith did not 
apply to his data. The slope of the curves obtained was 
not constant, but gradually decreased with increasing dis­
tance from the loess source. Hutton did not establish an 
empirical eq-iation to describe his loess thickness-distance 
curves, but believed the curves would provided reasonable 
estimates of loess depth on the flat divides at any given 
distance from the river bluffs. 
Among the studies made in connection with this inves­
tigation, loess thickness measurements were made at or near 
the sites of profiles studied. These profiles occupy nearly 
level topographic positions and, therefore, are estimates of 
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maxlmuxn loesa deposition. The location of these profiles 
is shown as Traverse Wo. 3* in Figure 1. 
Although nearly the same as Traverse No. 1 of Hutton, 
Traverse IJo. 3 has a slightly different direction. This 
difference is unavoidable because of the restricted oc­
currence ©f suitable level sites with representative pro­
files. Table 1 gives the locatLon of the loess thiclmess 
measurements iGsde along Traverse No. 3 in connection with 
this study. For comparison purposes, the points along Tra­
verse Jfo. 3 have been referred to the same origin as Tra­
verse Ko. 1. The inforrnation from both Trsverse Wo. 1 and 
No. 3 is presented in Figure 2. 
Traverses No. 1 and 'No. 3 show good agreement con­
firming the conclusion of Hut ton as to the validity of his 
curves for the thickness of loess at varying distances from 
source. Similar comparisons along Traverse No. 4 were not 
possible becavise Icnss thickness measurements were avail­
able for only a few profiles. 
*To avoid confusion with Traverse No. 1 and 2 establish­
ed by Hutton for the gently sloping Prairie soils. Traverses 
>To. 3 and 4 have been established for the assoclRted catenary, 
nearly level Prairie, Viiesenboden, and Planosol soils which 
are the subject of this investigation. 
Table Ij Distribution of Loeas along Traverse No. 
3 in Southwestern Iowa 
Soil 
Minden 
P-217 
Winteraet 
P-218 
Halg 
P-221 
Haig 
P-220 
Edina 
P-16 
Distance froiri 
Point of Initial Depth of 
Deposition Loeas ^ 
(miles) (inches) Section (North) (We3t)County 
Locotion 
Township fiange 
37 
109 
129 
143 
173 
463( a )  
130(b) 
112(b) 
105(b) 
90(b) 
NW NE NW 
Sec. 19 
3W SE SW 
Sec. 31 
NW m 3W 
Sec. 10 
HE NW NYU 
Sec, 5 
NE NE SE 
Sec. 9 
79 
72 
72 
70 
68 
39 
30 
27 
25 
21 
SheIby 
Union 
Clarke 
Decatur 
Wayne 
I 
u 
(aO' C railes west of profile site 
(b) at profile site 
lOOr 
60C-
500 
cO 
•P-220 ,_A-
O 
UJ 
o 
30 cc 
LU Q-
— 200 
L£6£ND 
O LO£SS THfCHNESS BY HUTWN C } 
+ LO£JS THICKNESS BY AUTHOR 
A PERCENT CLAY 
X 100 
0 50 100 150 200 
DISTANCE IN  MILES 
Figure 2. Loess distribution along Traverses No. 1 and No« 3 
end maxlmtun percent leas than 2 mlcr'-n clay in profile 
along Traverse No. 3 
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Morphological Studies and Collection of Soil 
Profile Samples 
The study hy Hutton of the gently slopping Prairie 
soils along Traverses No. 1 and 2 revealed morphological 
variations indicative of advancing soil profile develop­
ment as the Peorian loess thinned in a southeasternly direc­
tion. Subsequent physical and chemical laboratory analyses 
substantiated these morphological observations. 
Similar morpholojyical properties, developed to perhaps 
an even greater degree, had been known to occur in the as­
sociated catenary, nearly level, imperfectly drained TiSlesen-
boden and Planosols which are the subject of this study. 
The remarks which follow apply most specifically to the con­
ditions along Traverse No. 3. 
At present, five broad soil association areas are re­
cognized in southwestern Iowa ^8 )• Prom west to east, 
these soil association areas are: (1) Monona-Ida-Haniburg, 
(2) Marshall, (3) Shelby-Sharpsburg-Winterset, (4) Shelby-
Grundy-Haig, and (5) Shelby-Seymour-Edina. 
Hutton studied the gently sloping Prairie soils on 
3-4 percent slopes developed from Peorian loess in each soil 
association area. His profile samples were collected from 
essentially vlrgJn roadcut sites now In bluegrass sod. 
From west to east, the profiles studied by Hutton were: 
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(1) Monona, (2) Marshall, (S) Sharpsburg, (4) Grundy, 
(5) Seymour. Representative profile samples were taken at 
regular Intervals from about the center of distribution of 
each soil series studied. This spacing Is desirable from 
the standpoint of determining the characteristics of the 
modal profile and estliratlng the permissible range of varia­
tion in soil properties for each soil series. 
Although Hutton found gently sloping profile samples 
readily obtainable, the associated catenary, nearly level 
profiles are restricted both In area and frequency of dis­
tribution. Level areas are rare In the Monona-Ida-Hamburg 
soli association area Immediately east of the river bluffs* 
For this study a satisfactory level site analogous to the 
Monona profile of Hutton has not yet been located. At pre­
sent, a level member of the Monona-Ida-Hamburg catena has 
not been recognized. 
In the region of thicker loess mantled topography of 
the Marshall soil association area, a few level divides are 
present. For the most part, these topographic features are 
rather narrow and located in the western portion of the 
llfarshall soil association area. A more centrally located 
level site In the Marshall soil association area was not 
found owing to the well dissected character of the eastern 
portion of the Hiarshall soil association area. Accordingly, 
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the site selected for sampling iwas located in the western 
portion and probably represents minimal soil profile de­
velopment for the level areas in the Marshall soil associa­
tion area. Older soil survey reports (9 ) did not delineate 
the soils occurring on the level divides in the Marshall 
soil association area as a separate series, but Included 
them with the Marshall series. Subsequent studies of the 
Marshall aeries has indicated the desirability of establish­
ing a new series for the soils found on the broader level 
divides. Presently, they are classified in the Minden* 
series and manifest borderline Prairie-Wiesenboden profile 
characteristics. 
Southeaatwardly from the Marshall soil association 
area^ the SheIby-Sharpsburg-Winterset soil association area 
is situated. As in the Marshall soil association area, the 
presence of suitable, nearly level sites is acute. This 
is chiefly due to the continuation in the western portion 
of Shelby-Sharpsburg-Winterset sell association area of the 
well dissected topography found in the central and eastern 
portion of the Marshall soil association area. In addition, 
the loess deposits are thinner and have modified the pre­
*New soil series name not found in soil survey reports. 
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existing, well dissected Kansan glacial topography to a 
leaser extent# The profile selected for investigation was 
located near the eastern edge of the Shelby-Sharpsburg-
Winterset soil association area in Union County, and it 
probably manifests maximal profile development for the 
Vv'interset series. The area from which this sample was ob­
tained was classified with the Grundy series in the Union 
County soil survey report {lo)» Subsequent studies have 
Indicated {;28) the range of profile variation Included in 
the Grundy aeries was too great, and the aeries has since 
been redefined and Restricted to better drained, gently 
Sloping topographic positions. The nearly level soils 
developing under restricted natural drainage in the west­
ern portions of the area formerly classified as Grundy have 
been separated as the Wlnterset series. This series belongs 
to the Wlesenboden great soil group. 
Continuing in a southeasterly direction, the soil as­
sociation area east of the Shelby-Sharpsburg-Winterset soil 
association area is the Shelby-Grundy-Haig soil association 
area. Unlike the areas to the west, a number of suitable 
sites were available. Two profiles, one near the western 
and one near the eastern boundaries of the soil association 
area, were collected. These profiles probably malfest, re-
"^New soil series name not found in published soil 
survey reports. 
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spectlvely, minimal and maximal develojMnent for the Haig 
aeries. The soil survey reports of Clarke (35) and Deca­
tur (31) Counties classified the areas from which these 
profiles were obtained with the Grundy series. As previous­
ly mentioned, the Grundy series has been recently redefined 
(28). The nearly level soils developing under restricted 
natural drainage have been separated as the Haig* series. 
The Haig series manifests borderline Wlesenboden-Planosol 
soil characteristics. 
The Shelby-Seymour-Edlna soil association area is at 
the ends of the traverses studied and suitable sites were 
numerous. The profile selected along Traverse No. 3 Ttias 
near the center of that portion of the soil association area 
located in Iowa. The properties of the profile are probably 
reliable estimates of the modal profile of the series. As 
in the case of the previous two soil association areas, the 
area from which the profile was obtained was classified with 
the Irundy series In the Wayne County soil survey report 
(34). The profile selected for study, P-16, was a member of 
the Edlna series of the Planosol great soil group. 
In all, six profiles were sampled along Traverse No. 3. 
These profiles were analysed in considerable detail, and the 
*New soil series name not found in published soil sur­
vey reports. 
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findings comprise the major portion of this study. 
Figure 1 also srows the location of Traverse No. 4 to 
the northeast of Traverse Mo. 3. Traverse No. 4 was estab­
lished to present slirllar profile data detennlned earlier by 
other Investigators and not previously assembled or reported. 
The profiles collected and analyzed by other Investigators 
and Included In Traverse No, 4 Include a Wlnterset sllty clay 
loam"'^, a Hslg silt loan/, and a Marlon silt loam^. The Edlna 
silt loam profile, P-22S, of Traverse No. 4 was collected and 
analyzed by the author. A Mlnden profile was not collected 
along Traverse No. 4j but, due to convergence of the two 
traverses to the northwest, the Mlnden profile of Traverse 
No. 3 will serve as a reasonable substitute. Wore complete 
data are available for the Mlnden and Edlna profiles along 
Traverse No. 4 than Is available for the Winterset, Halg, 
and Marlon profiles. Unlike all the other profiles reported. 
*See appendix for the Information available. 
•«-«^Collected by F. F. Rlecken, March 1945, and analyzed 
by Hwang Shlh-Shou. 
^S^Collected by R. W. Simonson, August 1938, and analyzed 
by G. Stanford, G. F. Hutton. 
^Collected by R. W. Simonson, April 1941, and analyzed 
by G. Stanford, C.F. Hutton, F.F. Rlecken, and B. Thomas. 
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the Marion profile developed under the influence of forest 
Instead of tall grass vegetation. The Marion profile •was 
included in this study to show in a limited way the effect 
on soil formation of forest as contrasted to grass vegeta­
tion. The Marlon series is a Planosol developed from 
Peorian loess under forest vegetation. 
The climate (26) of the area studied is quite uniform 
with no pronounced differences along the two trjsverses. The 
rainfall increases gradually from northwest to southeast 
varying from 30 inches annually in Monona County to a little 
more than 34 inches in Wayne and Davis Counties. Similarly, 
the average January temperature varies from 18°P in Monona 
County to 22°P in \iiJayne and Davis Counties, and the average 
July temperature varies from 74°F in Monona County to 75°? 
in Wayne County. The average length of growing season Is 
159 days in Monona County and 166 days in Wayne County. 
With the exception of the Mlnden and one profile ten­
tatively Identified as I'interset, P-222, all the profiles in 
this study were located on level sites with slope gradients 
of less than about 0.5 percent associated with moderately 
broad divides, fflost of the profiles were poorly drained 
naturally. Although almost level, the divide from which 
the Mlnden profile was obtained was rather narrow. In 
addition, the adjacent slopes were much more abrupt, the 
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local topography was more deeply dissected, and the water 
table was much deeper t^an In the profile sites further 
eastward. * 
Similarly, one of the Wlnterset profiles, P-222, was 
not typical of the other profile sites. Although nearly 
level, the divide from which this profile was obtained was 
very narrow and much better drained by the upper reaches of 
dralnageways that almost dissect the divide. The profile 
collected revealed many sfcypica1 characteristics compared to 
the other sites and profiles collected along Traverse No. 3. 
The proper classification and inclusion of this profile In 
this study is still in doubt. 
For the most part, the profile samples along Traverse 
No. 3 were collected from undisturbed bluegrass roadside 
borders. These sites were considered to be representative 
of virgin conditions. In two instances, profile samples 
were taken in cultivated fields a short distance Inside 
their uncultivated T^rglns. Along traverse No. 3, the Min-
den and one Wlnterset profile, P-218, were collected in 
cultivated fields. 
In order to make comparisons of cultivated versus vir­
gin surface sell conditions, additional virgin or cultivated 
samples as required were obtained in 'the immediate vicinity 
of the complete profile study. 
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Descrlptlons for the six soil profiles along Traverse 
No, 3, and the Edina, P-223, profile of Traverse Wo. 4 are 
presented in the following sections. Color descriptions are 
according to Munaell Color Standa3?dg. Horison designations, 
although essentially consistent throughout, were difficult 
to make in certain transitional horizons. In these instances, 
the horizon designations are somewhat arbitrary and hence not 
always the best Morphological interpretation. For the most 
part, the horizon designations are the snme as Hutton (15) 
established. A few additional horizons not present in the 
profiles studied by Hutton are included* Horizons in excess 
of 60 inches were not designated.. The horizon designations 
used are as follows: 
A.i, 11, 12 Horizons of raaximuin organic matter accumu-
, lation. 
A2, 21 Subsurface horizons exhibiting jnaximum 
eluviatlon of fine organic and inorganic 
constituents. 
A, Transitional horizon more like the A than 
B horizon. 
11 Transitional horizon more like the B than 
A horizon. 
Bo, 21 Horizons of maximum accumulation of fine 
organic and inorganic constituents, 
B3, 31, 32 Transitional horizons more like the B than 
C horizon. 
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C, Transitional horizon more like G than 
B horizon. 
Cg, 21 Substratum loess material showing less 
evidence of weathering and a minimum of 
illuviation of constituents from horizons 
above. 
Minden silt loam, P-217, location: N\V HE Ft', Section 19, 
T 79 N, R 39 ¥i, Shelby County, cultivated site. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
Number (Inches) Designation Description 
P-217- 1  0-6 At  Black (lOYR 2/l moist) to dark 
gray (lOYR 4/1 dry) heavy silt 
loamj soft, fine granular 
structure. 
P-217-2 6-11 Ai t  Very dark brown (lOYR 2/2 
moist) to dark gray (lOYR 4/1 
dry) light silty clay loam; 
soft, fine to medium granu­
lar structure. 
P-217-3 11-16 A^g Very dark brown (lOYR 4/2 
moist) to grayish brown (lOYR 
4/2 dry) light silty clay 
loam; very weakly sub-angular 
blocky to medium granular 
structure; many worm casts. 
P-217-4 16-21 Ag-Bi Very dark brown (lOYR 2/2 
moist) to dark brown (7.SYR 
3/2 moist) light silty clay 
loam; friable, weakly de­
veloped sub-angular blocky 
structure; worm casts abun­
dant. 
P-217-5 21-26 Bi Dark grayish brown (lOYR 
3/2 moist) light silty clay 
loam; weakly developed sub-
angular blocky structure; 
large nests of worn casts 
frequent. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
Number (Inches) Designation Description 
P-217-6 26-31 Brown (lOTR 4/3 moist) light 
silty clay loam; weakly deve­
loped sub-angular blocky 
structure; worm casts less 
frequent. 
P-217-7 51-39 B2 Dark yellowish brown (lOYR 
4/4 moist) to yellowish brown 
(lOYR 5/6 moist) with some 
low contrast yellowish red 
(SYR 5/3 moist) and pinkish 
gray (SYR 6/2 and 7/2 moist) 
mottllngs; weakly developed 
sub-angular blocky structure 
with a tendency to cleave 
vertically; numerous fln» pin 
hole openings* 
P-217-8 39-48 Ci Pinkish gray (SYR 6/2 moist) 
light silty clay loam with 
numerous splotches and ir­
regular aeams of reddish yel­
low (5YH s/s moist) and dark 
(lOYR 2/2 moist) mottllngs; 
massive structure with a ten­
dency to cleave vertically; 
fine pin hole openings very 
numerous. 
P-217-9 48-60 Cg Light gray (SYR 7/1 to 7/2 
moist) heavy silt loam; some 
yellowish red (SYR s/s moist) 
mottllngs; massive structure; 
numerous fine pin hole open­
ings. 
P-217-10 70-85 C2 Light gray ($YR 7/1 to 7/2 
moist) with some low contrast 
olive yellow (2.5Y 6/6 to 6/8 
moist) mottllngs; massive 
struf'ture; non-calcareous. 
P-217-11 105-115 Very similar to above 
P-217-12 140-150 Very similar to above 
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Winterset sllty clay loam, P-218, location: SW SE SVf, Section 
31, T 72 N, R 30 W, Union County, cultivated site. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
Rtunber (Inches) Designation Description 
P-218-1 0-7 
P-218-2 7-14 Aji 
P-218-3 14-18 A12 
P-218-4 18-22 
P-218-5 22-26 
P-218-6 26-30 Bj^g 
P-218-7 30-35 Eg 
Black (SYR 2/1 moist) light 
sllty clay loam; fine crumb 
to fine granular structure. 
Black (5yR 2/l moist) light­
ly allty clay loamj fine to 
medium granular structure. 
Black (5yR 2/l moist) light 
silty clay loam; medium 
granular structure. 
Black (lOyR 2/1 moist) to 
very dark gray (lOYR 3/1 
moist) silty clay loam; 
medium granular to very fine 
sub-angular blocly s tructtire. 
Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1 
moist) to dark grayish 
brown (lOYR 3/2 moist) heavy 
sllty clay loam; fine an­
gular blocky structure. 
Dark gray (lOYR 4/1 moist) 
with some medltim contrast 
mottlings of yellowish 
brown (lOYR 5/8 moist); 
heavy silty olay loam; med­
ium blocky structure. 
Grayish brown (lOYR 4/2 
moist) with some yellowish 
red (SYR 5/6 moist) mott-
llngs and a few small black 
(lOYR 2/1) ferro-manganl-
ferous concretions; light 
silty clay; medium blocky 
structure. 
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Horlzon Depth Horizon 
Nmnber (Inches) Deadgnatlon 
P-218-8 35-40 B. 
P-218-9 40-46 
P-218-10 46-52 Cj 
f-218-11 52-60 Cg 
P-218-12 70-85 
P-218-13 100-115 
Description 
Light olive gray (BY 6/2 
moist) to olive gray (5? 
5/2 moist) silty clay loam; 
medium contrast mottlings 
of dark gray (lOZR 4/1 moist) 
and yellowish red (5YR 5/8 
moist); coarse block struc­
ture; numerous dark concre­
tions. 
Light olive gray (SY" 6/2 
moist) silty clay loam; med­
ium contrast mottlings of 
yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8 
moist) and yellowish red 
(SYR 5/8 moist); weak blocky 
structure v^lth a tendency to 
cleave vertically; some dark 
concretions. 
Light olive gray (5Y 6/2 
moist) silty clay loam witJa 
some low contrast mcttlings 
of yellowish brown (lOYR 
5/8 moist) and yellowish red 
(SYR 5/8 moist); massive 
structure with some tendency 
to cleave vertically; few 
dark concretions. 
Highly mottled light olive 
gray (5Y 6/2 moist) to yel­
lowish brown (lOYK 5/8 
moist) light silty clay loam; 
massive structure; numerous 
fine pin hole openings. 
Very similar to above; non-
calcareous. 
Very similar to above. 
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Vilnterset (?) sllty clay loam, P-222, location; NE NW NW 
Section 27, T 73 N, R 28 N, Union County, bluegrass road­
side sod site. 
Horizon 
Number 
P-222-1 
P-222-2 
P-222-3 
P-222-4 
P-222-5 
Depth 
(Inches) 
0-6 
6-10 
10-14 
14-18-
18-22 
Horizon 
Designation 
'11 
Br 
P-222-6 22-26 B, 21 
P-222-7 26-30 B, 
Description 
Black (lOYR 2/l moist) to 
dark gray (lOYR 4/l moist) 
silty clay loam; very fine 
granular structure. 
Black (lOYR 2/1 moist) to 
dark gray (lOYR 4/l dry) 
sllty clay loam; very fine 
to fine granular structure. 
Black (lOyR 2/2 moist) heavy 
silty clay loam; fine granu­
lar structure. 
Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1 
moist) heavy sllty clay loam; 
fine sub-angular to angular 
blocky structure. 
Dark gray (lOyR 4/1 moist) 
silty clay; low contrast 
mottllngs of yellowish 
brown (lOYR 5/8 moist); sub-
angular to angular blocky 
structure; a few dark ferro-
manganiferous concretions; 
numerous fine pin hole open­
ings. 
Dark gray (lOYR 4/l moist) 
heavy sllty clay loam; low 
contrast yellowish red 
(7.SYR 5/8 moist) mottllngs; 
fine sub-angular to angular 
blocky structure; numerous 
fine pin hole openings. 
Grayish brown (lOYR 4/2 
moist) silty clay loam; 
low contrast mottllngs of 
yellowish red (7.SYR 5/8 
moist); few fine dark con-
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Horizon 
Numbe r 
Depth 
(Inches) 
P-.222-8 50-54 
P-222-9 S4-40 
P-222-10 40-46 
P-222-11 46-52 
Horrlzon 
Dealp;natlon 
B, 
'51 
B 52 
Deacrlptlon 
cretiona; fine angular 
blocky structure; numerous 
fine Din hole openings. 
Gray (lOYR 5/1 moist) sllty 
clay loam; contrast yellow­
ish red (7.5YR 5/8 moist) 
mottllngs; numerous fine 
dark concretions; fine an­
gular to suh-angular blocky 
structure; numerous fine 
pin hole openings. 
Very slpiilar to above. 
Grayish brown (2.5? 5/2 
moist) silty clay loam; 
highly mottled with yel­
lowish red (7.5yR 5/^ moist); 
massive structure withtsn-
dency to cleave vertically; 
few dark concretions; numer­
ous fine pin hold openings. 
Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2 moist) 
light sllty clay loam; con­
siderable yellowish red mot­
tllngs (7.5YE 5/8 moist) mot­
tllngs; massive structure; 
few dark concretions; numer­
ous fine pin hole openings. 
P-222-12 52-60 
"21 
Very similar to above. 
Haig sllty clay loam, P-221, location: NVs SV?, Section 10, 
T 72 N, R 27 W, Clarke County, bluegrass roadside site. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
Number (inches) Designation Description 
P-221-1 0-6 At Black (lOyR 2/l moist) to 
dark gray (lOYR 4/l dry) 
light silty clay loam; very 
fine granular structure. 
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Horizon 
Number 
P-221-2 
P-221-S 
Depth 
(Inches) 
6-10 
10-14 
Horizon 
Designation 
^11 
P-221-4 14-18 AgBi 
P-221-5 18-22 B, 
P-221-6 22-26 B 11 
P-221-7 26-30 B2 
P-221-8 30-34 2^1 
Description 
Black (lOYR 2/l moist) light 
silty clay loamj very fine 
to fine granular structure. 
Black (lOYR 2/l moist) to 
very dark gray (lOYB s/l 
moist) heavy silty clay l^ am; 
a few fine whitish particles 
on the fine sub-angular 
blocky structure. 
Very dark brown (lOVR 2/2 
moist) heavy silty clay 
loam; fine sub-angular 
blocky structure; a few fine 
whitish sprinklings on 
structural aggregates in up­
per inch. 
Very dark gray (lOTR 3/l 
moist) light silty clay loam; 
fine sub-angular blocky stru­
cture; a few small yellowish 
brown (lOYR 5/8 moist) iron 
concretions. 
Dark gray (lOYR 4/l moist) 
silty clay; fine sub-angu-
lar blocky structure; a few 
fine yellowish red (7.SYR 
5/8 moist Iron concretions. 
Gray (lOYR S/l moist) silty 
clay; low contrast yellowidi 
red (7.SYR 5/8 moist} mot-
tlings; fine angular blocky 
structure; a few fine dark 
ferro-manganiferous con­
cretions. 
Gray (lOYR 5/1 moist) light 
silty clay; medium contrast 
mottling of yellowish red 
(7.SYR 5/8) moist); fine 
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Horizon 
Number 
P-221-9 
Depth 
(Inches) 
34-40 
Horizon 
Designation 
B, 
Description 
angular blocky atructurej 
numerous dark concretions. 
Gray (lOyR 5/1 moist) 
heavy silty clay loam; con­
siderable lov7 contrast yel­
lowish red (7.SYR 5/8 moist) 
mottlings; fine angular 
blocky structure; numerous 
fine dark coucretiona. 
P-221-10 40-46 
P-221-11 46-52 Gg 
Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2 
moist) heavy silty clay loam; 
coarse angular to sub-angu­
lar blocky structure; con­
siderable yellowish red 
(7.SYR 5/S moist) mottlings; 
numerous fine dark concre­
tions; numerous fine pin 
hole openings. 
Grayish brovm (2.5y 5/2 
moist) silty clay loam; mas­
sive structure with some 
tendency to cleave vertica­
lly; considerable yellowish 
red (7.5YR 5/8 moist) mot­
tlings; numerous fine dark 
(lOYR 2/l) concretions; 
numerous fine pin hole open­
ings. 
P-221-12 52-60 G21 Very similar to Above. 
Halg silt loam, P-220, location: NE N\v NW, Section 5, 
70 N, R 25 Decatur County, bluegrass roadside site. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
Number (Inches) Designation Description 
P-220-1 0-7 Black.(lOYR 2/l moist) to 
gray (lOYR 5/1 moist) heavy 
silt loam; very fine to 
fine granular structure. 
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Horlzon 
Deslf-natlon Description 
Horizon Depth 
Wiimber (Inches) 
P-220-2 7-10 k-^ 2. 
P-220-5 10-14 Ag 
P-220-4 14-18 
P-220-5 18-22 B], 
P-220-6 22-26 B^  
P-220-7 26-30 B^^ 
P-220-8 SO-34 Bg 
Black {lOyR 2/l moist) heavy 
silt loam; fine granular 
structure (moist), but thin 
to medium platy with Tew 
light gray sprinklings (dry). 
Black (lOYR 2/l moist) light 
sllty clay loam; very fine 
to fine granular structure 
(moist), but thin to medium 
platy with a few fine gray 
sprinklings (dry). 
Black (lOYR 2/1 moist) ailty 
clay loam J fine granular to 
fine sub-angular blocky 
structure with occassional 
fine gray sprinklings. 
Black (lOTE 2/1 moist) to 
very dark brown (lOYR 2/2 
moist) light sllty clay 
occassional low contrast 
yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8 
moist) mottlings; angular 
blocky structure. 
Very dark brown (lOYR 2/2 
moist) ailty clay; occass­
ional low contrast yellow­
ish brown (lOYR 5/8 moist) 
mottlings; angular blocky 
structure. 
Very dark gray (lOYE 3/1 
moist) sllty clay; occas­
sional low contrast yellow­
ish brown (ICYR 5/8 moist) 
mottlings; angular blocky 
structure. 
Very dark gray (lOYR 3/l 
moist) sllty clay; occas­
sional yellowish brown 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
Number (Inches) PeatKnatlon 
P-220-9 34-40 633^  
P-220-10 40-46 
P-220-11 46-52 C;,i 
P-220-12 52-60 Cq 
P-220-13 68-!Z8 
Description 
(lOyR 5/8 moist) and yel­
lowish red (7.SYR 5/8 moist) 
mottlingsj fine to medium 
angular blocky structure; 
numerous dark concretions. 
Dark gray (lO^^H 4/l moist) 
light silty clay; consid­
erable yellowish red (7.SYR 
5/8 moist) mottlings; coarse 
angular blocky structure; 
occasional dark concretions# 
Grayish (2.5Y 4/2 to 5/2 
moist) heavy silty clay loam 
mottlings are predominantly 
yellowish red (7.SYR 5/8 
moist) with occassional 
darker splotches and concre­
tions; massive structure 
with some tendency to cleave 
vertically; numerous fine 
pin hole openings. 
Olive gray (SY 5/2 moist) 
silty clay loam; mottlings 
of yellowish red (7.SYR 5/8 
moist) are abundant; numer<» 
eous concretions; massive 
structure; numerous fine 
pin hole openings. 
Very similar to above; non-
calcareous. 
Very similar to above. 
P-220-14 80-85 Very similar to above. 
Edina jailt loam_, P-16, location: HE NE SE, Section 9, T 68 
N, R 68 W, ISayneeCounty, bluegrass roadside site. 
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Horizon 
Nuiaber 
P-16-1 
Depth 
(Inches) 
0-6 
P-16-2 
P-16-3 
6-9 
9-15 
P16-4 15-19 
P-16-5 19-24 
W.6-6 24-32 
P-16-7 32-36 
Horizon 
Designation 
11 
Ag-Bi 
Br 
B2-B3 
B, 
Description 
Black (lOYR 2/1 moist) 
to very dark brown (lOyR 
2/2 molat) drying to gray­
ish brown (lOYR 4/2 moist) 
slit loamJ very fine crumb 
to very fine granular 
structure. 
Very similar to above. 
Very dark gray (lOYR 5/1 
moist) light sllty clayj 
very numerous fine whitish 
(lOyR 8/1 moist) sprink­
lings; very thin platy 
structure. 
Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1 
moist) sllty clay; numerous 
fine white (lOYR 8/I moist) 
sprinklings; sub-angular, 
fine blocky structure. 
Very dark brown (lOYB 2/2 
moist) sllty clay; numerous 
dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3 
moist) splotches or concre­
tions; fine angular blocky 
structure. 
Very dark gray (lOYR s/l 
moist) sllty clay with num­
erous dark reddish brown 
(SYR 3/3 to 3/4 molat) 
splotches and concretions; 
sub-angular blocl'y structure. 
Grayish brown (2.5y 4/2 to 
5/2 moist) with numerous 
dark reddish brown (SYR 3/3 
moist) to reddish brown 
(SYR 4/4 moist) mottllngs; 
sub-angular, medium blocky 
structure. 
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Horizon Depth 
Number (Inches) 
P-16-8 
P-16-9 
36-45 
45-SO 
Horizon 
designation 
V^I 
Deacrlptlon 
Grayish broym (2.51 5/2 
moist) light silty clay with 
reddish brown (lOYR 5/% to 
5/8 moist) mottlings; 
numerous dark ferro-manganl-
ferous concretions. 
Grayish brown (2.5y 5/2 
moist) silty clay loam with 
reddish brown (lOTR 5/6 to 
5/8 moist) mottlings; mas­
sive structure with a ten­
dency to cleave vertically; 
numerous dark concretions. 
P-16-10 
P-16-11 
50-60 
60-85 
'21 Very similar to above; non-
calcareous. 
Very similar to above. 
Edina silt loatn, P-223, location; ISIE TW NE, Section 9, 
T 68 N, R 13 W, Davis County, cultivated site. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
Number (Inches) Designation Description 
P-223-1 0-6 A, Very dark gray (lOYR 3/l 
moist) to dark gray (lOyR 
4/1 dry) silt loam; very 
fine crumb to very fine 
granular structure. 
P-223-2 6-10 All 
P-223-3 10-15 Ag 
Very similar to above. 
Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1 
moist) to dark gray (lOyR 
4/1 moist) heavy silt loam 
sprinkled abundantly with 
fine light gray (lOyR 7/1 
moist) to white (lOYR S/l 
moist) particles; very thin 
platy structure crushing 
readily to very fine granu­
lar aggregates. 
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Horlzon Depth Horizon 
Number (Inches) Designation 
P-22S-4 15-19 
P-223-5 19-24 
P-22S-6 24-29 B2 
P-223-7 29-54 Bgi 
P-22S-8 S4-40 B3 
P-223-9 40-46 
Description 
Dark gray (lOYR 4/1 moist) 
heavy slit loam; many fine 
white (lOYR 8/1 moist 
sprinklings; thin platy 
structure readily crushing 
to soft sub-angular aggre­
gates In lower portion. 
Very dark brown (lOYR 2/2 
moist) light sllty clay 
loam; low contrast reddish 
brown (5YK 4/4 to 5/4 moist) 
mottllngs; fine angular 
blocky structure. 
Vei^  dark gray (lOTR S/l 
moist) heavy sllty clay; 
very fine sub-angular to 
angular blocky structure; 
low contrast dark reddish 
brown (SYE 3/3 moist) mot­
tllngs; few dark ferro-
manganlferous concretions. 
Very dark gray (lOTR 3/l 
moist) sllty clay with dark 
reddish brown (5YR 3/?. moist) 
and reddish brown (SYR 5/4 
moist) mottllngs; sub-angu­
lar to angular bloeky struc­
ture; large dark concretions 
numerous. 
Grayish brown (2.5y 5/2 moist) 
mottled sllty clay; sub-an-
gular blocky structure; fine 
pin hole openings and dark 
concretions numerous. 
Grayish brown (2.5y 5/2 moist) 
mottled light sllty clay; mas­
sive structure with some ten­
dency to cleave vertically; 
fine pin hole openings 
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Horison Depth Horizon 
Kumber (Inches) DesignstIon Description 
numerous• 
P-223-10 46-52 Cg Very sliallar to above; non-
calcai^ous* 
P-223-11 52-60 Cgi Very siallar to above. 
These descriptions reveal an Increasing degree of hori­
zon differentiation from the Mlnden to the Edlna profiles. 
The J^'nden profile has a very uniform color, structural, and 
textural profile with Indistinct horizon separations. On 
the other hand, the Edlna profiles show distinct horizon dif­
ferentiation with conspicuous color, structural, and textural 
separations. The Wlnterset and Halg profiles show Inter­
mediate morjAcloglcal variations with the Halg exhibiting the 
more conspicuous horizon differentiation. 
The surface, or A horizon, of the Mlnden oroflle is a 
deep, dark granukr silt loam. The granular sllt> clay loam 
surface horizon of the ¥<'interact profiles Is slightly dark­
er, bnt not quite so deep as the Mlnden profile. The Halg 
profiles have dark, granular surface horizons which are not 
as deep as the Y.lnterset profiles. v/Mle the westerly sit­
uated Halg profile has a sllty clay loam surface horizon, 
the easterly sltunted Halg has a silt loam surface soli. 
The loess of clay b:; eluviatlon from the surface horizon 
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of the eastern Halg, P-220, is indicated by the presence 
of fine whitiab particles of an incipient A2 horizon. Tbe 
fine white sprinklings are also present in the western Haig, 
P-221, but in a very minor amount. The western Haig has 
not yet suffered appreciable loss of clay by eluviation as 
is indicated by its silty clay loam surface horizon texture. 
Still further east at the end of Traverse Wo. 3, the silt 
loam surface horizons of the Edlna profile exhibit pro­
nounced eluviation of clay. The A-^ horizon is a lighter 
color than either the Winterset or Haig profiles, and a 
conspicuous gray, or Ag, horizon has developed. Although 
the A]^ horizon of the Edina, P-16, is still granular, the 
Ag horizon Is definitely platy In structure. 
The subsoil, or B horizons of the profiles along 
Traverse No. 3 show evidence of clay accumulation In the 
B2 horizons with increasing distinctness of morphological 
differences. The subsoil of the M^'nden profile is but 
slightly heavier textured than the surface horizon. Other 
differences, such as color and structure, are also minor 
and inconspicuously gradual in character. In addition, the 
brownish color, the presence of numerous worm casta* the 
wea^ sub-angular blocky structure suggest that the subsoil 
la well aerated and fairly pernwable. Further eastward, the 
Wlntersot, Haig, and Edlna profiles have darker colored 
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subsolls, and the structure is angular blocky with pro­
gressively sharper edges and comers to the structure 
particles. Most conspicuously, the clay content increases 
in a regular manner, 4;he subsoils are more mottled, and 
evidence of good aeration and good Internal drainage ap­
pears to decrease. These characteristics are sharpest and 
most conspicuous in the Kdina, P-16, profile. 
The substratum, or C horizons, show s|)mewhat less 
evidence of weathering than the surface and subsoil hori­
zons with Increasing degree of profile development. Other 
than some low contrast mottling, the substratum of the 
Minden profile appears to be a quite well oxidized and 
aerated silt loam. Further east, the substratum horizons 
are all conspicuously mottled, more olive gray, less well 
oxidized, aerated, and drained. The sllty clay loam tex­
ture of the substratum appears to Increase somewhat from 
the iminterset to Edlna profile, but not in a conspicuous 
manner. All of the substratum horizons appear to have 
single grained, massive structures. Another conspicuous 
feature of the loess la1 substratum materials from which 
these profiles developed are Innumerable fine pin hoi# 
openings and elongated cavities. In the Minden profile, 
these openings and cavities occur much higher in the pro­
file and are only slightly filled with secondary nist-like 
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deposlta which appear to be ferro-manganlferous in chara­
cter. These deposits are responsible for most of the 
mottling present in these profiles. Further east, the 
fine pin hole openings appear to be restricted to greater 
profile depths, and the secondary iron deposits in the pin 
bole cavities are much greater* 
Another conspicuous feature of subsoil and substratum 
horizons is the presence of dark, almost black, hajTd, round-
ct* 
ed coriiretions. These concretions have been identified by 
Bray (6) and others as secondary ferro-manganiferous minerals. 
Although quite hard, they can be readily split by the presaure 
of the fingernail. The freshly exposed internal surfaces 
have a shining metallic appearance. These hard secondary 
concretions are alrrost entirely absent in the Minden profile. 
The secondary ferro-manganiferoua materials present in the 
lower horizons of the Minden profile take the form of soft, 
diffuse, rust-colored splotches, coatings, mottllngs, and 
fillings especially in the fine pin hole openings. Farther 
east in the Wlnterset, Halg, and Edlna profiles, the hard 
concretions are progressively more abundant as weil as 
somewhat larger In the subsoil and substratum horizons. 
Dark, hard concretions as large as 4 millimeters in dia­
meter are present in the eastern Halg and Edlna profiles. 
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Laboratorj Studies 
Physical studies 
Mechanical analysis Mechanical analyses were made of 
the six profiles of Traverse No. 5 as well as the Edina 
profile of Traverse No. 4. The pipette method (24) was 
used. Duplicate 10 gram samples were treated v/ith hydrogen 
peroxide, chemically dispersed with sodium carbonate-sodium 
metaphosphate (37), shaken end over end for 24 hours, made 
up to 900 milliliters, and sampled twice with a 25 milliliter 
pipette.~ The first sample removed particles of less than 20 
microns effective diameter, and the second sample removed 
particles less than 2 microns effective diameter. Particles 
greater than 50 microns were obtained by repeated sedimen­
tation and decantation of the particles finer than 50 microns 
Tt 
and final washing on a 300 mesh screen. The particles in each 
size fraction determined are based on oven dry, 105-110°C, 
wei-^ht. Pine silt, 2-20 microns, was determ3.n6d by difference 
between total material less than 20 microns and less than 2 
microns effective diameter. The fourth size fraction report­
ed, the coarse silt between 20 and 50 microns, was determined 
by difference between 100 percent and the sum of the other 
three sizes. The values for the coarse silt fraction in­
clude the weight of organic matter because no correction was 
made after Its destruction with hydrogen peroxide. Table 2 
presents the results of ihe mechanical analyses. 
1 
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1 
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Mechanical Analyses of Profiles along Traverse 
No. 5 
Effeetlve Size Fraction In % 
Depth Sand Coarse Silt Pine Silt Clay 
Inches 50 50-20 20-2 2 
micron micron micron micron 
Minden Silt Loam, P-217 
0-6 7.0 34.3 32.1 26.6 
6-11 9.4 31.1 30.9 28.6 
11-16 9.5 31.2 31.2 28.1 
16-21 11.0 28.1 33.1 27.8 
21-26 10.0 30.4 32.3 27.3 
26-31 10.0 31.3 30.6 28.1 
31-39 6.8 33.3 29.7 30.2 
39-48 6.8 36.7 28.6 27.9 
48-60 7.7 37.9 31.2 23.2 
Wlnterset Silty Clay Loam, P-218 
0-7 4.4 32.2 35.7 27.7 
7-14 9.8 27.3 34.5 28.4 
14-18 9.0 25.9 34.3 30.8 
18-22 7.7 27.3 31.6 33.4 
22-26 7.5 24.3 31.2 37.0 
26-30 7.9 23.2 29.7 39.2 
30-35 5.6 24.0 30.3 40.1 
35-40 7.7 24.1 32.4 35.8 
40-46 5.8 27.3 32.8 34.1 
46-52 4.7 27.7 34.6 33.0 
52-60 6.2 28.5 34.8 30.6 
Winteraet (?) Silty Clay Loam, P-222 
0-6 4.2 30.2 32.8 32.8 
6-10 3.9 28.6 33.2 34.3 
10-14 3.4 27.4 31.3 37.9 
14-18 2.9 25.7 31.7 39.7 
18-22 2.7 24.0 33.0 40.3 
22-26 3.0 23.3 34.4 39.3 
26-50 4.6 23.5 56.4 35.5 
30-34 3.7 22.5 39.6 34.2 
34-40 3.7 22.4 40.7 33.2 
40-46 3.2 26.1 38.7 32.0 
46-52 • 3.6 26.1 38.1 32.2 
52-60 3.4 28.5 39.1 29.0 
1 
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Effective Size Fraction In % 
Depth Sand Coarse Silt Fine Silt Clay 
Inches 50 50-20 20-2 2 
micron micron micron micron 
Halg Sllty Clay Loam, P-221 
0-6 8.3 27.4 36.4 27.9 
6-10 5.3 28.8 35.3 30.6 
10-14 3.8 28.4 34.5 33.3 
14-18 3.3 26.2 32.5 38.0 
18-22 2.8 25.0 31.5 40.7 
22-26 1.8 23.8 29.8 44.6 
26-30 3.6 20.7 30.2 45.5 
30-34 3.6 22.5 31.4 42.5 
34-40 3.6 25.2 32.2 39.0 
40-4'6 3.9 25.8 32.7 37.6 
46-52 3.6 27.4 33.1 35.9 
52-60 3.4 27.9 35.0 33.7 
Haig Silt Loam, P-220 
0-7 5.3 30.4 38.9 25.4 
7-10 4.7 29.5 39.4 26.4 
10-14 5.9 27.6 39.4 27.1 
14-13 6.3 22.9 37.6 35.2 
18-22 5.1 19,6 34.6 40.7 
22-26 2.1 20.0 28,4 49.5 
26-30 2.5 19.2 29.1 49.2 
30-34 3.1 21.2 31.5 44.2 
34-40 3.1 22.7 32.2 42.0 
40-46 2.1 23.7 35.0 39.2 
46-52 2.2 25.4 36.0 36.4 
52-60 2.9 27.4 36.8 32.9 
Edlna' * Silt Loam, P-16 
0-5 4.8 74.2 21.0 
5-9 5.7 71.6 22,7 
9-13 5.4 71.2 23.4 
13-17 4.4 64.7 30.9 
17-20 3.8 52.1 44.1 
20-24 2.6 45.0 52.4 
24-29 2.3 45.4 52.3 
29-35 2.4 48.7 48.9 
35-41 2.2 54.8 43.0 
41-47 1.8 56.2 42.0 
47-53 2.4 59.3 38.3 
53-60 2.7 62.0 35.3 
60-85 2.2 65.3 32.5 
85-95 6.0 62.4 31.6 
95-110 7.2 50.7 42.1 
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Horizon 
Number 
Depth 
Inches 
Effective Size Fraction In % 
Sand 
50 
micron 
Coarse Silt Pine Silt 
50-20 20-2 
micron micron 
Clay 
2 
micron 
** Edlna* Silt Loam, P-223 
1 0-6 3.5 31.1 43.8 21.6 
2 6-10 2.5 31.7 44.6 21.4 
3 10-15 3.2 29.6 43.4 23.8 
4 15-19 3.9 28.0 42.4 25.7 
5 19-24 1.8 21.4 33.2 43.6 
6 24-29 1.1 17.2 27.1 54.6 
7 29-34 2.5 17.6 28.5 51.4 
8 34-40 2.9 13.6 30.2 48.3 
9 40-46 4.2 21.5 32.9 41.4 
Analyses by Hwang Shlh-Sbou in 1945 under supervision of 
P.P. Rlecken. Analyses spot-checked in connection with 
this study. 
± Gumbotll or Biayer of Kansan tlll-derlved burled soil. 
** Traverse No. 4 
The maximum parcent less than 2 micron clay of the 
profiles of Traverse No. 3 is plotted against distance from 
point of initial deposition in Figure 1. Beca,\|se of its 
atypical site and clay distribution characteristics. Winter-
set profile, P-222, was not plotted. It would appear below 
the curve. Prom the curve, it is evident the further the 
profile is located from the loess source, the higher is the 
clay content In the laaxiraum accumulation layer in the pro­
file. Or, in terns of loess thiclmess, the greater the 
loess thickness, the lower the clay content. Eray (5) and 
Button (14)(15) found similar relationships along their 
traverses in Illinois and Iowa, respectively. Although it 
Is possible, as was also recognized by Bray and Button, that 
variations in particle size, kind of primary minerals, or 
content of carbonates with distance from source could have 
been Important factors, it Is believed that time of weather­
ing is the most important factor explaining these differences 
in clay content. Reliable estijuates of maximuBi clay content 
with distance from source of loess for other profiles along 
the traverse are also Indicated by the extremely regular 
nature of this curve. 
A decrease in the rate of clay accumulation is indi­
cated between the Halg, P-220, and Edlna, P-16, profiles. 
Apparently conditions most favorable for clay accumulation 
In level sites reaches a maximum In the eastern portions 
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of the Haig 3er5.es. The eastern Ilaig, P-220, profile has a 
maximum clay content of almost 50 percent. Clay contents In 
excess of 50 percent are attained with considerable dif­
ficulty as attested "by the clay content of the Edlna profile. 
In addition, the Edlna profile, P-2g3, of Traverse No. 4 in­
dicates a similar decrease in the rate of clay accumulation. 
While not on either Traverse No, 3 or No. 4, a Putnam pro­
file reported by Whiteside and Marshall (58) vould also 
indicate that the rate of clay accumulation decreases after 
50 percent. The Putnam profile is in Callaway County, Mis­
souri, near the end of Traverse No. 2 of Button (15). The 
loess from which the Putnam profile developed is only about 
50 inches thick, and the profile contained a maxlimun clay 
conteat of 57.7 percent. An offset from Traverse No. 3 to 
Traverse No. 2 indicates that the Putnam site is an addi­
tional 100 miles or more southeast of the Haig and Edlna 
profiles in this study. 
Further Indication that the rate of clay accumulation 
is a maximuBJ in the eastern portions of the Haig series is 
attested "by the morphological characteristics of the west­
ern, P-221, end eastern, P-220, Haig profiles. The western 
Haig profile has a light silty clay loam surface horizon 
with only a few whitish particles on the surfaces of the 
aggregates in the lower surface horizons, and the maximum 
clay content of 45.5 percent occurs at an average depth of 
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28 Inches. On the other hand, the eastern Haig profile 
presents evidence of considerable eluvlatlon and llluvlatlon. 
The surface horizons have decreased In toxtnre to a heavy 
slit loam, nnd an Incipient Ag horizon is appearing In the 
form of fine white sprinklings In the lower surface horizon. 
In the subsoil, the raaxlmum clay content has increased to 
49«5 percent at an average depth of 24 Inches. Ttius maxi­
mum clay accumulation has increased 4 percent and moved 4 
Inches closer to the surface. Table 1 indicates that these 
profile variations bave occurred wJthin a distance of 14 
miles. The Edina, P-16, profile, 50 miles to the south­
east of the eestern Haig profile, P-220, has a silt loam 
surface horizon and an ashy gray, Ag, horizon. In the 
subsoil, the maximum clay content of 52.4 percent occurs 
at an average depth of 22 inches. Thus although a dis­
tinct Ag horizon has appeared, the clay content has only 
increased 2.9 percent and moved an additional 2 inches 
closer to the surface. These increases from the eastern 
Haig to Edlna profile, as compared with the differences 
bet?;6en Ilslg profiles, are only about three-fourths In 
terms of increased clay accumulation, and one-half in terms 
of raoveEiont closer to the surface. Wien the additional 
factor of distance Is included In these considerations, 
it will be noted that these ch^anges occurred within 14 
miles between the Haig profiles, whereas the distance be­
tween the eastern Haig and Edlna profiles is 50 miles. 
It follows Trom this thet variations nearly twice as great 
between Haig as compared with Haig to Edina profiles have 
ccc\arred in one-half the distance. This explains why the 
maxiaium clay-distance curve of Figure 1 decreases after the 
eastern Haig profile. 
The maximuai clay contents of the other -^dina, P-223, 
and the Putnair profile of Whiteside and 'Marshall (28) in­
dicate that the rate of maximum clay accumulation is sub­
stantially as indicated by the iriaximuiti clay-distance curve 
of Figure 1. '^crpholcgicslly on level sites, this curve 
implies an increasing rate of eluviation of clay constituents 
from the surface horizons after their formation ultimetely 
resulting iti the appearance of lighter textured surface and 
ashi? e,ray, Ag, horizons. Concomlttantly, the downward pro­
gress of illuviated clay constituents appears to be halted 
at progressively shallower depths, and the zone of maximum 
clay accumulation contains progressively more clay. From 
a consideration of soil reation, or pH, determinations pre-
/• 
sented in Table 7, these changes have occurred as suggested 
by Bray (6) before the soil profile had become appreciably 
acid and while base saturation was still comparatively high. 
The distribution of less than 2 micron clay with depth 
In the profiles of Traverse tlo. S is presented in Figure 2. 
The Minden profile has nearly uniform distribution of clay. 
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The profiles to the southeast of Minden in order of in­
creasing develo-pment indicate an increase in clay content 
to a maximum in the surface horizons in the western Haig 
profile, P-221, and a T-aximum clay content in tne subsoil 
horizcns in the Ldlna profile, P-16. In each case, in­
creasing icaxijrum clay content in the subsoil occurs at pro­
gressively decreasing average depths, namely 35 inches in 
Minden, 32 inches in 'Wlnterset, 28 inches in western Haig, 
24 inches in eastern Haig, and 22 inches in £dina» 
It is interestinii to note that the maximum clay con~ 
tent of 57«7 percent of the even more highly developed 
I^tnam profile reported by Vihiteside and Marshall (38) in 
Missouri occurred at a depth of 20 inches. 
The profiles from Minden to western Haig indicate in­
creasing clay formation in the surface horizons. Even 
greater clay contents in the subsoils of the saaae profiles 
are probably due to both increased clay forraation in place 
and downward wovament by constituents from the surface 
horizons. The downward movement of surface horizon con­
stituents is indicated, but not pr'oved, by the decreasing 
depth to maximum subsoil clay content. The best evidence 
that constituents froio the surface horizons have moved down­
ward in these profiles are the cb<3n£es between the two Hoig 
and between the eastern Haig and Edina profiles. These 
changes were mentioned and discussed previously. Although 
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physical and morphological evidence indicates that clay 
moveMent accompanied these profile variations, the evi­
dence is less direct and conclusive for clay noveinent 
previous to the appearance of a definite horizon. The 
decreasing depth to the tnaximim clay horizon, and the con-
forrrisfion of all these profiles to the curve in Figure 1 
relating; maxiiriim clay content to distance is the best 
evidence that some clay movement has occurred prior to the 
appearance of the first traces of an A2 horizon. If this 
were not true, disccntinuitiea in the maximum clay-distance 
curve of Figure 1 would be indicated. 
Fractionation of tbe less than 2 tnicron clay The 
leas thnn 2 macron clay of four representative profiles along 
Traverse No. ?; was fractionated into three size groups: (1) 
the coarse clay from 2 to .2 micron in diameter, (2) the 
medium clay from .2 to .06 micron in diameter, and (3) the 
fine clay leas than ,06 macron in diameter using a modifica­
tion of the procedure of Steele and Bradfield (SS). Dup­
licate 5 gram samples of air dry sell •were leached with 
100 milliliters of .05N HCl, treated with hydrogen peroxide, 
titrated to a distinct pink with .llT NaOH using phenol-
phthalein, shaken end over end for 24 hours, and made up to 
a volume of 250 milliliters. Fifty milliliter aliquots 
•were centrlfuged at 2300 R.P.M., and samples were withdra'wn 
with a 5.45 milliliter pipette at depth of 2 centimeters. 
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The radius of rotation of the surface of the suspension 
was 17.8 centimeters, and the radius to sampling depth 
was 19,8 centicieter-s, Separate 50 milliliter aliquots were 
used to obtain the clay less than .2 micrcns in diameter and 
the clay less than .06 microns in diameter. The -medium clay, 
,2-,06 m'crons, was -^eterm'ttef] by difference. Ccsrse clay 
was dotermined by difference betiseen the total less than 2 
micron clay as determined by mechanical analysis snd the 
sum of the medium and fine cIp-j* llo corrections were made 
for time of acceleration and retardation other than to 
maVe thsm about equal. Temperatures of suspensions were 
controlled at very nearly 25*^0 by tjs© of a water bath. For 
the less than .2 micron separations no corrections for 
changes in temperature v/ere made as these usually were leas 
than 0.5°C. Temperature corrections of about 4°C -were made 
to compensate for changes in temperature accompanying the 
separation of less than .06 micron clay. This rather large 
temperature increase was due to heat developed by the motor 
during the centrifa..;ing interval. Five horizons, represen­
tative of the chancres expected to occur in the profile, 
were analyzed In duplicate, and the averages reported cn an 
oven dry basis in Table 3 for the following profiles; (1) 
Minden, P-217; (2) Winterset, P-218j (3) Kaig, P-220; and 
(4) Edina, P-16. Figure 5 shows the profile variations 
with depth of the less than »06 m'cron clay. 
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Table 3. Analyses of Less Than 2 Micron Clay in Profiles 
along Traverse No. 3 
Size Fraction in Total 
Horizon ti-.S—.2-. 06 TUST" 2 
Designation micron micron micron micron 
coarse medium fine clay 
clay clay clay 
Horizon Depth 
Number Inches 
1 0-6 
3 11-16 
5 21-26 
7 31-39 
8 39-48 
1 0-7 
3 14-18 
5 22-26 
7 30-35 
9 40-46 
1 0-7 
5 10-14 
5 18-22 
7 26-30 
10 40-46 
1 0-5 
3 9-13 
6 20-24 
8 29-35 
10 41-47 
Bi 
?2 
12 
ll. 
Bs-C 
Aj b! 
?21 
Cl 
B2 
Cl 
Minden, P-; 
12.6 
7.7 
10.7 
11.2 
5.9 
Winterset, 
15.7 
14.6 
17.2 
18.0 
;IL 16.8 
Haig, P-220 
16.6 
12.1 
8.6 
14.6 
17.2 
Bdina, P-16 
11.8 
9.0 
10.5 
10.6 
14.0 
•217 
4.8 
4.9 
7.3 
8.5 
12.3 
P-218 
8.0 
8.6 
11.0 
10.5 
9.2 
3.9 
4.1 
10.4 
14.5 
11.6 
5.5 
4.5 
9.1 
10.1 
8.3 
9.2 
15.5 
9.3 
10.5 
9.7 
4.0 
7.6 
8.8 
11.6 
8.1 
4.9 
10.9 
21.7 
20.1 
10.4 
5.7 
9.9 
32.8 
28.2 
19.7 
26.6 
28.1 
27.3 
30.2 
27.9 
27.7 
30.8 
37.0 
40.1 
34.1 
25.4 
27.1 
40.7 
49.2 
39.2 
21.0 
23.4 
52.4 
48.9 
42.0 
*Oven dry basis 
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The data presented in Table 3 indicates very little 
variation with depth, or from profile to profile, for the 
coarse or the medium clay. The Haig anrS Edina profiles 
indicate slight movement of the medium clay from the surface 
to the subsoil may have occurred. Data in Table 3 and Fig­
ure 3 indicate the largest variations in amount and distri­
bution of the clay are confined to the fine clay. Except 
for the Minden profile. Figure 3 tends to reproduce Figure 
2. This Indicates it is the fine clay which largely ac­
counts for the large variations in clay content in Figure 
2» As also shown in figure 2 for total clay distribution. 
Figure 3 shows the maximum fine clay content In the sub­
soil is situated at progressively shallower profile depths. 
These depths tend to be the same as reported for total clay 
and they are in the same order of increasing soil profile 
development from Minden to Edina. As the coarse and med­
ium clay indicate so little variation in amount and distri­
bution, the ascending nature of the distribution of the 
fine clay is indicative of fine clay movement within the 
profile. The bulge in fine clay content noted In the sub­
surface horizons of the Minden profile suggests that clay 
formation In early stages of soil formation is moat active 
in the subsurface horizons. Subsequent movement to and re­
tention of this clay in subsoil horizons deep in the pro­
file seems to follow. The depth at which the initial clay 
accumulation occurs is probably conditioned by a number of 
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physlcal and chemical factors. Bray (6) proposed a purely 
physical mechanism to account for this movement, but Jenny 
and Smith (17) have suggested flocculation by electrolytes 
or the presence of carbonate horizons as possible chemical 
agents arresting further clay movement. The texture and 
porosity of the subsoil, the quantity and rate of perco­
lating moisture, and the presence of flocculating electro­
lytes are probably all important factors determining the 
depth of initial clay accumulation. As clay formation and 
accumulation, both in place and illuviated, continues pore 
size restrictions increase until they effectively prevent 
continued penetration of illuviating constituents and even 
water. It is probably upon these /'initial horizons of re­
striction that successive increments of illuviating mater­
ials progressively construct the ascending horizons of 
Increasing clay accumulation. Althoixgh Initially clay 
formation in place in the deetser horizons is no doubt Im­
portant, it appears from Figure 3 that llluviation of fine 
clay constituents is progressively more important as pro­
file formation continues. 
Volume weight Three volume weight samples of re­
presentative horizons were obtained at the time the pro­
files were sampled in the field. A steel cylinder with a 
sharp, tapered cuttini^ ed^e was vertically Inserted into 
the; soil In a manner creating the least disturbance of the 
natural soil structure. The cylinder was freed, the outer 
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Figure 3« Distribution of less than 2 micron clay 
with depth In profiles along Traverse No. 3 
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Figure 4. Distribution of less than .06 micron 
clay with depth in profiles along 
Traverse No, 3 
surfaces cleaned, and steel cutters inserted into the 
slotted sidev?alls confining a definite volume of soil. 
After carefully removing all extraneous soil, the steel 
cutters were withdrawn, and the "known volume of confined 
soil transferred to large metal moisture-retaining con­
tainers. Upon return to tlie laboratory, the samples were 
weighed and then placed in an oven at 105-110°C for 56 to 
48 hours. Subsequent weighings permitted the calculation 
of the volume weight** on an oven drj basis. The data 
which are the averages of three determinations are present­
ed in Table 4. 
An inspection of data in Table 4 reveals an increase 
in volume weight with depth in each profile. This indi­
cates development of a profile from quite similar to the 
substratvun material results in a decrease in the volume 
weight of the surface horizons. These differences are 
greatest in the immediate surface horizons, where the 
volume weight Is lowest, and gradually decrease with depth. 
Organic agents, both living and dead, are probably the moat 
important factors reducing the volume weight of the sur­
face horizons. 
*Caloulated as follows: Volume equal a Trr^h«3.14(3.6cm)^ 
(6.4cm) m 260.45CC. 
**Volume weight s Wt. oven dry soil 
Wt. equal volume of water 
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Table 4. Volume Weights of the Proflies along Traverse No. 5 
Horizon Depth Horizon Volume 
Number Inches Designation Weight 
% Moisture 
at Sampling 
1 
3 
5 
7 
8 
1 
1 
2 
4 
5 
7 
9 
1 
1 
S 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 
cult 
virgin 
cult 
virgin 
virgin 
cult 
virgin 
cult 
0-6 
11-16 
21-26 
31-39 
39-48 
0-6 
0-7 
7-14 
18-22 
22-26 
30-35 
40-46 
0-7 
0-6 
10-14 
14-18 
18-22 
22-26 
26-30 
30-34 
40-46 
0-6 
0-6 
10-14 
14-18 
18-22 
22-26 
30-34 
34-40 
40-46 
46-52 
0-6 
Al 
A12 
^2 
Al 
Minden, P-217 
1.19 
1.09 
1.05 
1.25 
1.23 
0.96 
Winterset, 
Al 
B2 
BsCi 
Al 
Winterset, 
p-
4 
B2 
B2I 
Ix 
Cl 
Al 
Haig, P-221 
Jll 
^1 
3 
B3I 
C, 
P-218 
1.16 
1.23 
1.25 
1.25 
1.32 
1.38 
0.91 
F-222 
1.02 
1.09 
1.16 
1.20 
1.14 
1.18 
1.19 
1.22 
1.18 
1.07 
1.17 
1.22 
1.25 
1.23 
1.28 
1.33 
1.34 
1.37 
1.17 
33.0 
27.0 
29.0 
26.0 
26.5 
29.5 
36.0 
30.3 
20.0 
22.0 
25.3 
27.7 
28.7 
29.3 
31.7 
27.3 
16.0 
16.7 
20.0 
23.5 
29.0 
33.0 
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Horlzon 
Number 
Depth 
Inches 
Horizon 
Designation 
Volume 
Weight 
% Moisture 
at Sampling 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 
1 
5 
5 
7 
9 
1 
virgin 
cult 
virgin 
cult 
1 cult 
5 
5 
7 
g 
1 virgin 
0-7 
14-18 
18-22 
22-26 
26-30 
30-34 
54-40 
40-46 
46-52 
52-60 
0-6 
0-6 
9-15 
19-24 
32-36 
45-50 
0-6 
0-6 
10-15 
19-24 
29-34 
40-46 
0-6 
Haig, P-220 
As-Bi 
®31 
Cl 
®2 
4 l  
Al 
Edina, P-16 
A2 
Br 
Edina*, P-223 
Al 
1.02 
1.24 
1.18 
1.27 
1.30 
1.30 
1.34 
1.38 
1.39 
1.36 
1.24 
1.16 
1.31 
1.24 
1.28 
1.40 
1.26 
1.18 
1.23 
1.27 
1.17 
1.35 
1.09 
13.0 
18.0 
25.3 
31.0 
24.3 
24.0 
23.3 
32.0 
33.0 
28.3 
16.7 
28.3 
26.3 
33.3 
42.3 
32.0 
29.0 
*Traverse No. 4 
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Purther inspection of Table 4 from profile to profile 
In order of increasing soil development, that Is in the 
order of Mlnden-Wlnteraet-Halg-Edlna, reveals volume weight 
tends to Increase In all horizons. Disregarding the ques­
tionable Wlnterset profile, P-222, once more, the volume 
weights of the horizons composing the Mlnden profile are 
the lowest recorded. The surface horizons tend to show 
the least variation in volume weight with increasing develop­
ment. Of these Wlnterset and Mlnden are lowest, Haig inter­
mediate, and Edina is the highest which Is nearly In the 
order of increasing development. Subsoil horizons Indicate 
that following development of pronounced clay accumulation 
horizons, the volume weight does not appear to Increase 
appreciably. However, the most highly developed profile, 
the Edlna, has the maximum subsoil volume weight. In­
creasing volume weights appear to be associated with in­
creasing clay accumulation in the subsoil horizons, but 
variations in clay and mositure content prevent strict com­
parisons. Other investigators (29) (40) have shown that 
volume weight Is not constant but varies with the season 
and moisture content at time of measurement. A study of the 
variations reported by these investigators indicates volume 
weight usually, but not always, varies inversely with mois­
ture content. An extreme illustration of this variation 
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with moisture content is indicated by the Edina, P-283, 
profile of Traverse Ho. 4. This profile was sampled in 
July a few days after a heavy rain. Horizon 5 had a vol­
ume weight of 1.2V and a moisture content of 33.3 percent. 
Deeper in the profile, the volume welgiit of horizon 7 de­
creased to 1.17 with the mositure content Increasing to 
42.3 percent. Still Icwer in the same profile horizon 9 
had a volume weight of 1.35 and a moisture content of 32 
percent. Swelling associated with the increased moisture 
content of horizon 7 Is believed responsible for the do-
crease in volume weight. Woodruff (40) reports variations 
as great as 2.49 inches in the elevation of the surface of 
Shelby profiles during periods of extreme drought indicat­
ing a considerable portion of the expansion attending swell­
ing is reflected in the vertical direction. Reference to 
Edina, P-16, profile of traverse No. 3 provides an estimate 
of the decrease in volume weight of horizon 7 of P-223. 
The Edina, P-16, profile of Traverse No. 3 was sampled near 
the er.d of J^lay following an abnormally dry spring. The 
moisture content of tre entire profile Is considerably 
lower than P-223. The subsoil horizons of P-16 show no 
variations in moisture content comparable to the 9 to 10 
percent variation of P-223. Horizon 7 of P-16 is very near­
ly comparable to horizon 7 of P-223 in depth, clay content, 
and other characteristics. The volume weight of horizon 7 
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of P-16 Is 1»28 as compared with 1.17 of horizon 7 in P-223. 
The Edlna profile, P-16, of Traverse No. 5 shows the 
extremely high volume reight of 1,51 for horizon 3, the A2 
horizon. This volume weight Is considerably higher than 
the surface horizon above or the subsoil horizons below for 
a considerable depth. This indicates that an increase in 
volume weight is associated with the loss of eluviating 
constituents attending the development of an ashy gray, 
Ag horizon. These profile variations In volume weight 
would ter.d to be at a maximum when moisture contents are a 
Dilnlmum, the conditions more nearly met by the relatively 
dry P-16 profile. The recently moistened P-223 profile does 
not show corresponding variations in volume weight. Sub­
sequent moisture variations in P-223 as moisture losses 
attended the decrease In moisture content of the profile 
could readily produce volume weights comparable to those 
observed In the relatively dry P-16 profile. The highly 
eluviated Ag horizon with its low clay and organic matter 
content would be expected to lose raositure more readily 
and rapidly than the highly llluviated subsoil horizons 
immediately below it. T},e result would be a much greater 
increase in volume weight in the Ag than the subsoil hori­
zons. The P'jtnam profile In Missouri reported by White­
side and Marshall (38) shows volume weight variations 
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very sinllar to P-16, whereas the Cowden profile In Illi­
nois reported by the same investigators is siicllar to P-223. 
Among the outstanding variations in volume weight are 
the differences due to cultivation as compared to relatively 
undisturbed roadside and fence row sites considered virgin 
in this investigation. In every case, as shown by data in 
Table 4, cultivation has resulted in an increase in voltune 
weight. These increases appear to be the greatest in the 
Minden and Wlnterset profiles and somewhat less in the Halg 
and Edlna. The increases in volume weight associated with 
cultivation probably account for the decrease in aeration 
and toiatl porosity and i5ermeablllty reported In subsequent 
discussions of these -subjects and for which data are given 
in Tables 5 and 6. In no Instance does it appear that sub­
surface horizons were similarly affected. 
Porosity In addition to three large volume weight 
samples, four smaller porosity sell samples from represen­
tative hoi'izons were obtained at the time the profiles 
were sampled. A small, sharp, tapered steel cylinder con­
taining a securely held but removable brass ring waa gently 
forced vertically Into the soil in a manner least disturb­
ing the natural soil structure, itllowing extraction of the 
steel cylinder, the brass ring was carefully removed, the 
open ends of the brass ring shaved flush with a sharp knife. 
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and the brass ring containing the core sample pieced in a 
mo istare-tight container. 
Upon removal from the containers in the laboratory, the 
brass rings containing the core samples were placed on 
small square pieces of cloth in a large pan. The pan was 
filled wJth distilled water to a level about three-fourths 
of the way up the sides of the brass rings. Water, enter­
ing from below and displacing soil air ahead of it as it 
rose, appeared op the ijpper surface of the core samples 
after a time. Tre samples were saturated in this manner 
for about 24 hours and then placed on a nolsture plate at 
a tension of 40 centimeters. Learner and Shaw (20), Nelson 
and Baver (22), and Baver (3) state that the moisture re­
moved under a tension cf 40 centimeters is a reliable 
estimate of non-capillai^  porosity of the soli. A bell jar 
to minimize surface evaporation was placed over the core 
samples on the tension plate. At the end of 24 hours, 
the core samples were removed, weighed, resaturated with 
water, their permeability determined, oven dried for 36 
to 48 hours, and weighed for the last time. Prom the data 
obtained, the aerat?on*, capillary, and total porosities 
and volume of sell solids were calculated. The average 
^Frequently called non-capillary porosity by earlier 
Investigators, but more descriptively called aeration 
porosity. 
••32 «• 
results of four determlnstlons expressed on a volume "basis 
are presented in Tsi^le 5 and Figure 5. 
The data in Table 5, shown diagrammatically in Figure 
5, indicates decreasing aeration porosity, increasing capil­
lary porosity, decreasing total porosity, and increasing soil 
solids with Inoreasing profile depth. In addition, aeration 
porosity is a niinlmuin and capillary porosity is a raaxirnuin 
in or slightly below the zone of meximum clay accumulation. 
These relationshipa hold 77lthin each profile considered in­
dependently, as well as from profile to profile in order of 
increasing development. In initial stages of the formation 
of a profile such as represented "by the Minden profile, 
P-217, froro the Peorien loess parent material an increase 
in aeration and total porosity, and a decrease in sell 
solids occurs, from^tbe data In Table 5, these effects are 
greatest in the surface horir.ons and gradually di-iinish with 
depth. Probably as the result of organic agents, living and 
dead, and clay formation, the cementation or binding pro­
perties of which are well known, soil structural aggregation 
into relatively larger and mechanically coarser units occurs. 
With Increasing profile development, as represented by the 
Edlna, P-16, and eastern Halg, P-220, profiles, and the 
initiation of eluvlatlon of the f5.ne constituents, the 
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aeratlon porosity of the surface horizons begins to de­
crease. The decreases are smallest in the iininedlate sur­
face horizons where the organic matter Is greatest, and 
greatest In the subsurface horizons suffering maximum 
eluvlatlon. With the appearance of a distinct Ag horizon, 
the aeration porosity decreases markedly, and as previously 
pointed out the volume weight tends to Increase. Similar 
changes in aeration porosity in the subsoil horizons ac­
company Increasing profile development. The Minden profile 
presents very uniform aeration porosity with depth. With 
advancing profile development in the order Mlnden-Winterset-
Halg-Edlna and the appearance of clay accumulation horizons 
containing progressively larger amounts of clay closer to 
the surface, aeration porosity decreases markedly. 
Prom the data in Table 5, It is also to be noted that 
cultivation has decreased aeration and total porosity of 
the iznmedlate surface horizons. At the snme time, the soil 
solids and volume weight of the cultivated surface horizon 
has Increased. In all Instances, these changes were noted 
only In the cultivated surface horizons. 
Permeability As mentioned in the previous section 
under porosity, the permeability of the four small soil core 
samples was measureci. The technique used closely followed 
that described by Vvilson, Rlecken, and Browning {S9). After 
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Table 5. Aeration and Capillary Porosity of Soil Profiles 
along Traverse No. 3 
Horizon Depth 
Number Inches 
1 cult 
3 
5 
7 
8 
0-6 
11-16 
21-26 
31-S9 
39-48 
1 virgin 0-6 
1 cult 
2 
4 
5 
7 
9 
0-7 
• 7-14 
18-22 
22-26 
30-35 
40-46 
1 virgin 0-7 
1 virgin 0-6 
3 10-14 
4 14-18 
6 22-26 
8 30-34 
10 40-46 
1 cult 0-6 
1 virgin 0-6 
3 10-14 
4 14-18 
6 22-26 
8 30-34 
10 40-46 
1 cult 0-6 
Horizon Porosity in jS Volvme 
DeslgjMftlon Aeration uapiixary Totai soil 
Solid 
in ^  
12 § 
Minden, P-217 
10.59 
17.59 
19.11 
15.33 
11.40 
15.23 
Winteraet, P-
At 11.82 
AT, 14.33 
As'Bj 16.98 
Bi 10.92 
Bp 5.44 
Bs-Ci 9.18 
An 19.23 
44.65 
38.72 
37.41 
37.10 
40.28 
45.70 
218 
41.84 
38.19 
35.41 
39.06 
43.59 
39.81 
42.87 
Winteraet (?), P-222 
fi 
^5 
Bl 
®21 
bIi 
Cl 
^1 
H£ 
Al 
A« 
2^1 
Cl 
Al 
55.24 
56.31 
56.52 
52.43 
51.68 
60.93 
53.66 
52.52 
52.39 
49.98 
49.13 
48.99 
62.10 
44.76 
43.69 
43.48 
47.57 
48.32 
39.07 
46.34 
47.48 
47.61 
50.02 
50.87 
51.01 
37.90 
12.56 46.27 58.83 41.17 
14.87 43.26 58.13 41.87 
15.41 40.88 56.29 45.71 
10.45 41.05 51.50 48.50 
9.44 41.12 50.56 49.44 
5.24 44.18 49.42 50.58 
9.59 44.04 53.63 46.37 
P-221 
12.68 46.74 59.42 40.58 
11.10 43.28 54.38 45.62 
9.45 41.75 51.20 48.80 
6.45 42.20 48.65 51.35 
1.05 46.28 47.33 52.67 
3.45 43.47 46.92 53.08 
6.46 
1 
43.32 49.78 50.22 
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Horizon Depth 
Number Inches 
Horizon Poroaity in ^  
Designation Aeration Capillary Total 
Volume 
Soil 
Solid 
in % 
1 virgin 0-7 
2 7-10 
6 18-22 
6 22-26 
7 26-30 
8 30-34 
10 40-46 
1 cult 0-6 
1 virgin 0-6 
3 9-15 
5 19-24 
8 32-36 
11 45-50 
1 cult 0-6 
1 cult 0-6 
3 10-15 
5 19-24 
7 29-54 
9 40-46 
1 virgin 0-6 
Halg, 
All 
Bl 
®2 
B21 
Cl 
Al 
Edina, 
4 
^2 
Al 
Edlna*, 
Bl 
^1 
An 
P-220 
17.55 44.77 62.32 37.68 
17.52 43.44 60.96 39.04 
11.40 40.71 52.11 47.89 
1.70 47.96 49.66 50.34 
0.66 49.82 50.48 49.52 
1.58 47.35 48.93 51.07 
3.01 43.14 46.15 53.85 
9.60 43.81 53.41 46.59 
P-16 
16.14 40.38 56.52 43.48 
8.14 39.71 47.85 52.15 
5.58 45.77 51.35 48.65 
0.69 48.72 49.41 50.59 
2.82 42.59 45.41 54.59 
4.86 44.93 49.79 50.21 
P-223 
11.76 44.12 55.88 44.12 
6.91 42.32 49.23 50.77 
5.09 44.13 49.22 50.78 
0.94 52.69 53.63 46.37 
0.14 46.56 46.70 53.30 
11.25 45.88 57.13 42.87 
4 Traverse No. 4 
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saturatlon iifith distilled water, the samples were assembled 
in a water-tight system introducing distilled water at the 
bottom of the soil cores under a hydrostatic pressure head 
of 5 centimeters. The elimination of air from the system 
was effected by clamped side outlets. The water passing 
through the soil was collected and measured in 100 milli­
liter graduate cylinders. The quantity of water was measured 
at 5 minute Intervals for a total elapsed time of 20 minutes. 
Measurements at 5 minute intervals permitted checking the 
constancy of flow throughout the twenty minute period on 
which the calculations of permeability were based. All of 
the samples, except those of the Minden profile, tended to 
flow at fairly uniform rates. Samples from the Minden pro­
file tended to Increase throughout the period of flow so the 
values reported are somewhat arbitrary and probably represent 
minimum rather than maximum values. The values reported in 
Table 6 Bve average of four determinations per horizon and 
are to be interpreted with caution on a qualitative rather 
than quantitative basis. Considerable variation from sample 
to sample within horizons was the rule rather than the ex­
ception. Worm holes were especially prominent in certain 
soils and in certain horizons, and their presence Invariably 
gave widely digergent results. Larger cores might eliminate 
some of these variations. 
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The results reported in Table 6 are baaed on the 
following formula: 
Q s K 1 A 
L 
Vihere ; Q m quantity of water in ml/sec 
L s length of core in cm (3.8 cm) 
H s hydrostatic head in cm (5.0 cm) 
O 
A - cross-sectional area in aq cm (3.14(2.2) 
- 15.20 cm2) 
K s permeability coefficient per unit hydraulic 
gradient 
Rearranging: K = Q 
And: K (cm/sec) ; g-8 Q « ,05Q 
(5.0)(15.20) 
K (in/hr) r (5.8) (5600) Q = 70.87Q 
).0)U5.r (5.0)(1 20)(2.54) 
K (In/day) « (K In/lai?) (24) 
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Ta"ble 6. Permeability of Profiles of Traverse No. 5 
Horizon Depth 
Number Inches 
Horizon 
Designation cm/sec In/hr in/day 
P-217 
.0031 4 .4 106 
.0168 24 .1 579 
.0170 24 .0 577 
.0426 60 .4 1450 
.0520 80 .8 1938 
.0298 42 .2 1014 
t, P-218 
.0005 0 .7 17 
.0072 10 .2 245 
.0194 27 .5 6661 
.0231 32 .7 786 
.0014 1 .9 71 
.0087 12.4 296 
.0128 18 .1 434 
(?), P-222 
.0408 57 .74 1386 
.0157 22 .3 534 
.0134 18 .9 454 
.0123 17 .4 417 
•0293 41 .4 994 
.0368 52 .0 1246 
.0408 57 .7 1386 
.0474 44 .83 1076 
.0017 2 .37 57 
'-221 
.0051 6 .3 150 
.0126 17 .8 428 
.0052 7 .4 178 
.0128 18 .1 435 
.0148 20 .9 503 
.0093 13 .1 315 
.0180 25 .5 612 
.0007 1 .1 27 
.0065 9 .2 220 
1 
3 
6 
7 
8 
1 
1 
2 
4 
5 
7 
9 
1 
1 
5 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
10 
1 
cult 
virgin 
cult 
virgin 
virgin 
cult 
virgin 
cult 
0-6 
11-16 
21-26 
51-39 
59-48 
0-6 
0-7 
7-14 
18-22 
22-26 
30-3S 
40-46 
0-7 
0-6 
10-14 
14-18 
13-22 
22-26 
26-30 
30-34 
40-46 
0-6 
0-6 
6-10 
10-14 
14-18 
18-22 
22-26 
30-34 
40-46 
0-6 
Minden. 
bF 
Wlnterse  
•^ 11 
Ba 
B5-O1 
milnterset  
b! 
Bgl 
®3 
Al 
Halg, P-: 
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Horizon Depth Horizon PermeabllltT Coefficient, K 
Number Inches Designation cm/sec In/hr In/day 
Halg, P-220 
1 virgin 0-7 
^1 .0034 4.8 114 2 7-10 All .0040 5.6 154 
5 18-22 .0172 24.4 586 
6 22-26 .0002 0.3 8 
7 26-30 sii trace trace trace 
8 30-34 % trace trace trace 
10 40-46 Cl .0001 0.2 4 
1 cult 0-7 
^1 
Edlna, 
.0002 
P-16 
0.2 4 
1 virgin 0-6 
^1 .0407 57.6 1382 5 9-15 A2 .0211 29.8 715 
5 19-24 B2 
®3 
ci 
.0012 1.7 40 
7 32-36 .0006 0.9 20 
9 45-50 trace 0.05 1 
1 cult 0-6 Al 
Edlna*, 
trace. 
P-223 
trace trace 
1 cult 0-6 .0003 0.4 10 
5 10-15 ^2 .0034 4.8 115 
5 19-24 .0245 34.7 833 
7 29-34 ®21 trace 0.02 0.4 
9 40-46 trace 0.04 0.8 
1 virgin 0-6 4 .0118 14.9 359 
*Traverse No, 4 /' /y' 
<..p i 5 '-^  
V 7 <? <«.-*;,.--*^ li / 
' 4' 
-/-^  'V / 
T<^-... .. 
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Several investigators (3) (29) have shown there la a 
correlation between aeration porosity and permeability. In 
addition, correlations in eastern Canada (29) v.'ith percent 
leas than 2 micron clay and the moisture holding capacity 
have been recently reported. 
In keeping with extremely favorable aeration porosity 
relationships, the Minden profile has an increasing perme­
ability at all depths measured even the zone of maximum clay 
accumulation. The Wlnterset, Heig, and Edlna profiles re­
veal diminishing pemeablllty with depth In keeping with 
decreasing aeration porosity and increasing less than 2 
micron clay content. The minimum permeability is in or 
near the horizon of maximum clay accumulation. 
Similarly, except for the upper horizons of the i^dlna, 
P-16, profile, a decreasing rate of pereabllity appears to 
be the consequence of IncMasing soil profile development. 
A pwissible explanation for the higher permeability of the 
surface horizons of the •'^'dlna, P-16, profile may be in the 
relatively dry conditions of the surface horizons at time of 
sampling. Recent work (29) on the seasonal variations of 
aeration porosity and permeability Indicated permeability la 
the greatest when the soil Is driest at ssuapllng time. The 
other Edlna, P-223, profile of Traverse No. 4 was sampled 
in a more moist condition. It had much lower permeabilities 
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in the surface horizons. 
As was noted in the change in porosity relationships 
following cultivation, permeability relationships show a 
similar, and in many cases even more drastic, decrease as 
the result of cultivation. 
Soil reaction or pH Ten gram samples of air dry soil 
were weighed out in duplicate and 25 mULillters of distilled 
water added. The samples were stirred and allowed to stand 
for half an hour. The samples were stirred again, and the 
pH was determined with a Leeds and Northrup pH meter. Table 
7 shows the average results of 2 determinations. 
Throughout the 60 inch depth of measurement, each pro­
file in all its horizons was acid in reaction. Tlie acidity 
In each profile is greatest in the surface horizons with the 
horizons J'^st below the ii^medlate surface somewhat more acid 
than the surface horizon. The acidity decreases with in­
creasing depth with the substratum horizons approaching but 
not reaching neutrality. 
Advancing profile development Is accompanied by in­
creasing soli acidity. The increased acidity is greatest 
In the surface horizons with the subsurface horizons show­
ing greater Increases in acidity than the linmedlate sur­
face horizons. Some indication of the pH at which maximum 
eluviation occurs along Traverse No. 3 resulting in the ap­
pearance of the Ag horizon is indicated by the pH of 5.3 of 
> 
X 
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Table 7. I® of Profiles of Traverse No. 5 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
Nimber Inches Description PH 
. Minden, P-217 
1 cult 0-6 5.6 
2 6-11 ill 5.7 S 11-16 5.7 4 16-21 A12 5.8 
5 21-26 TQO > 
B1 
«12 
5.8 
6 26-31 5.9 
7 31-39 6.0 
8 39»48 ®1 6.0 
9 48-60 
"2 
Winteraet, P-218 
6.2 
1 cult 0-7 
^1 5.7 2 7-14 Jll 5.4 3 14-18 5.4 
4 18-22 5.4 
5 22-26 B? ^ 5.4 
6 26-30 BI2 
®2 
5.5 
7 30-35 5.7 
8 35-40 5 , 3  
9 40-46 5.9 
10 46-52 6.1 
11 52-60 ''I 
Winteraet (?), P-222 
6.3 
1 virgin 0-6 Ai 5.6 
2 6-10 
Ml 
5.5 
S 10-14 5.4 
4 14-18 5.4 
5 18-22 5.6 
6 22-26 5.6 
7 26-30 E, 5.8 
8 30-34 ®31 6.0 
9 34-40 3^2 
C2 
6.0 
10 40-46 6.3 
11 46-52 6.3 
12 52-60 2^1 6.4 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
Number Inches Descrlption P0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 
1 
2 
S 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
virgin 
cult 
virgin 
0-6 
6-10 
10-14 
14-18 
18-22 
22-26 
26-30 
30-34 
34-40 
40-46 
46-52 
52-60 
0-5 
0-7 
7-10 
10-14 
14-18 
18-22 
22-26 
26-30 
30-34 
34-40 
40-46 
46-52 
52-60 
Haig, P-221 
A. 
A 11 
B 11 
^2 
Bsi 
?3 
B, 31 
Hals, P-220 
a|.b, 
I 
of 
C21 
Edina*. P-16 
5.3 
5.4 
5.5 
5.6 
5.6 
5.6 
5.7 
5.7 
5.9 
6.0 
6.1 
6.2 
6.9 (limed) 
5.6 
5.2 
5.3 
5.3 
5.5 
5.4 
5.6 
6.0 
6.1 
6.3 
6.4 
6.4 
1 virgin 0-5 5.9** 
2 5-9 5.1 
5 9-13 5.0 
4 13-17 A21 5.2 
5 17-20 ®i 5.4 
6 20-24 B2 5.6 
7 24-29 ®21 
®3 
5.8 
8 29-35 6.1 
9 35-41 B|-Ci 6.1 
10 41-47 5.6 
11 47-53 C2 6.6 
12 53-60 C2I 6.9 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
Number Inches Description PH 
1 
2 
S 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 
cult 
Edlna^ 
virgin 
0-6 
6-10 
10-15 
15-19 
19-24 
24-29 
29-34 
34-40 
40-46 
46-52 
52-60 
0-6 
P823 
1^2 
I' 
Afl 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
5.4 
5.5 
5.7 
6.0 
6.1 
6.4 
6.8 
5.5 
Analyses by Hwang Shih-Shou and spot-checked in connection 
with this study. 
**Belleved due to dust from lirisstone gravel road. 
^Traverse No. 4 
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the Ag and Aj-B^ horizons of the eastern Haig, P-220, pro­
file. Pine gray sprinklings in these horizons indicates an 
incipient A2 horizon is in the process of formation. The 
maximum clay-distance curve in Figure 1 also Indicates maxi­
mum eluviatlon and llluviation is occurring in this profile. 
Distinct Ag horizons with a pH of 5.0 and 5.2 are present 
in the Edina profiles. As Bray (6) also reported, maximum 
eluviatlon and llluviation occura before these profiles have 
become appreciably acid. 
In the subsoils, the pH of the Bg, or maximum clay ac­
cumulation, horizons decreases with Increasing profile deve­
lopment, but appears to increase slightly In the last, or 
Edina, profile. The substratum horizons behave In a alnilar 
manner. 
ExchanKQable cations Six exchangeable cations: cal­
cium, magnesium, manganese, sodium, potassium, and hydrogen 
were determined. Calcium, magnesium, and manganese were 
determined by a modification of the procedure of Peech, 
Alexander, Dean, and Reed (25); sodium and potassium by a 
modification of the procedure of At toe and Trucg (2) using 
a Flame Photometer; and hydrogen by the neutral normal 
barium acetate procedure. 
Duplicate 20 gram samples of air dry soil were leached 
with 500 milliliters of neutral normal ammonium acetate. 
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The filtrates were evaporated to dryness, treated with 
HNOg-HCl, transferred to 100 milliliter beakers and eva­
porated to dryness. Tbe salts were heated at 590 - 10®C 
for 15 minutes in an electric muffle furnace. Upon cool­
ing, HCl was added, the contents evaporated to dryness, 
the salts dissolved in .IN HNOg and made up to volume in 
100 milliliter volumetric flasks. 
Fifty milliliter aliquots of the above solutions were 
treated with HCl, 10 percent oxalic acid, brom cresol green 
Indicator added, and-'Warmed. The calcium was precipitated 
by adding NH^OH until the indicator turned green at a pH of 
about 5.0. After digestion and filtering, the precipitates 
were dissolved in warm .5N HCl and reprecipitated in a 
similar manner. After filtering, the precipitates were dis­
solved in HgSO^, and the calcium determined by titration 
with .OSN KMnO^. 
The combined filtrates from the double calcium pre­
cipitation were treated with HNO3 and evaporated to dryness. 
The residues were treated with HCl, H2O, (NH4)gP0^, and 
phenolphthalein, and NH^OH added until the solutions were 
a strong pink color. Additional NH^OH was added, and the 
flasks were cooled overnight in a flowing cold water bath. 
The combined Mg(NH4)P0^ and Mh(NH4)P0^ precipitates were 
dried at 40°C and dissolved in .IN HCl. Carbon dioxide 
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free water and brom cresol green were added, and the so­
lutions back titrated with .IN NaOH» The endpoint was 
obtained by comparison with a standard KH2PO4 solution. 
After titration of the combined Mg-Mn (NH4)P0^, the 
solutions were filtered, washed with HgSO^, and evaporated 
to dryness. Hydrogen peroxide was added to destroy organic 
matter, and the solutions again evaporated to dryness. The 
salts were treated with HgSO^, P®riodate, and boiled 
5 to 10 minutes to develop the pink permanganate Ion color. 
The solutions were made up In 100 milliliter flasks, and 
the manganese determined colorimetrically. 
A 40 milliliter aliquot of the original 100 milli­
liter cation extract was used to determine sodium and potas­
sium. Calcium was eliminated bj precipitation as oxalate, 
the salts treated with aqua regia to destroy excess oxalate, 
heated at 390±10°C in an electric muffle furnace for 15 
minutes, cooled, dissolved In 2N azononlum acetate-.2N 
magnesium acetate solution (2), and made up to volume In 
100 milliliter volumetric flasks. The sodium and potassium 
was determined by a Perkins-Elmer, Model 18, Flame Photometer. 
Hydrogen was determined by leaching duplicate 10 gram 
samples of air dry soil with 150 milliliters of neutral 
normal barium acetate and titration v;lth .IN NaOE using 
idaeno Iphtha le In. 
The average results per 100 grams oven dry, 105-110°C 
soil are presented In Table 8, and Table 9 the chanj^es in 
exchangeable cat^'ona of representative horizons of the pro­
files along Traverse Wo. Z, 
Excluding the atypical Winterset, P-222, profile from 
discussion once more, the following trends within nrofilea 
are evident. "Fxchanfreable calcium is hij-h in the ^T»iinod:lste 
surface horizons, reaches a mcixinnm in the B2 horizons, 
and is very nearly aa high or higher in the snb3tratuin 
horizons. Exchangeable magnesitun 's very sinilar to cal­
cium, except, thpt t'-ie finhstratnm magneainin increase in 
comparison with the s-rface horizon as profile development 
increases. F.xchangeable manganese is present in very small 
amounts in tho surface horizons of Minden ard Wintersot only 
and essentially absent in all oth^r horizons and profiles. 
Exchangeable potassium tands to reverse Itself in profile 
distribution. In the Minden, it in greatest in the surface 
and lowest in the subatratim, the eastern Haij^ and Edina 
are very nearly the reverse of the Minden, and the VSIinter-
set and western Halg show nearly uniform distribution with 
the W'^nterset the greater of tho two. Ezjihangeable sodium 
is low in the surface horizons and increasr" r/i-th depth. 
Hydrogen is {greatest in the Ai and A2 horizons and de­
creases with depth except in the Edina profiles where it 
is as great or greater in the subsoil as the surface horizons. 
Table 8, Exchangeable Cations of profiles Along Traver#No, 3 
Horizon Exchangeable cations/100 pya. ao 11 
Designation ~lJa Kg BrC 15 TTI ^ S*- Gr/Hs Inches 
Ratio 
Capacity 
lorlzon 
Number Base 
Satu­
ration 
Mlnderi, 
% cult 0-6 ^1 13.0 4.1 0.04 0.99 0.04 3,2 21.4 3.2 85,0 3 11-16 A12 12.9 4.3 0.01 0.61 0.01 3,5 21.3 3.0 83.6 
S 21-26 B1 11.7 4.2 0.00 0.53 0.02 2.8 19.5 2.8 85.6 
7 31-39 Bs 14.6 6.4 0.00 0.45 0,02 1,7 23.2 2.3 92.7 
8 39-48 Cl 13.9 6.0 0.00 0.40 
Winter set, p-218 
0,10 1.6 21.4 2.3 92.5 
1 cult 0-7 ^1 18.7 4.4 0.05 0.49 0.00 5.2 28.8 4.3 81.9 3 14-18 AI2 15,3 5.6 0.01 0.24 0.01 4.9 26.1 2.7 81.2 
5 22-26 Bl 17.6 7.6 0.00 0.44 0.03 4,3 30.0 2.3 85.7 
7 30-35 02 19.4 9.6 0.00 0.51 0.12 4.0 33.6 2.0 88.1 
9 40-46 B3-O1 18.3 9.2 0.00 0.46 0.29 2.4 30.6 2.0 92,2 
Winterset (?), p-222 
1 virgin 0-6 ^1 14.9 5.7 0.00 0.89 0,02 5.6 27.1 2.6 79,3 3 10-14 4 15,1 5.9 0.00 0.32 0,05 5,3 27.7 2.2 80,9 5 18-22 
^2 16.7 8,7 0.00 0.37 0,06 4,1 29.9 1.9 86,3 7 26-30 B3 18.1 9.4 0.00 0.34 o . lo  2,6 30.5 1.9 91.5 
10 40-46 ^1 18.3 9.7 0.00 0.29 0.16 1,6 30.1 1.9 94,7 
•^Oven dry, 105-110°C basis. 
Stamination of exchangeable cations. 
Horizon Depth 
Number Inches 
Horizon 
Designation 
Esrbhangesble c»tions/100 gm soil Total Ca/Mg Base 
Ex- Ratio 3atu-
Ca Mg Hn K Na H Change 
Caoaoity 
ratlox 
Halg, P-221 
15,3 4,6 0,00 0.22 Q,0O 6,6 26.:? 3.3 75,3 
16.0 6.2 0,00 0.29 0,00 4,5 27.0 2.6 83.3 
17.9 8,3 0,00 0,26 0,05 3,8 30.3 2.2 87.5 
21.0 10,9 0,00 0,28 0,04 2,5 34.7 1,9 92,8 
19.4 10,2 0,00 0,27 0,08 1.9 31.9 1,9 94,0 
Haig, P-220 
15.4 4,7 0 ,02 0,15 0.00 5.7 26.0 3.3 78,1 
13.8 4,7 0,00 0.13 0.00 6.5 27.1 2.9 76.0 
18.1 8,9 0.00 0,22 0,08 4.4 31.7 2,0 86.1 
23.2 12.3 0,00 0,33 0.22 2.7 38. 8 1,9 93,0 
20.6 10,9 0.00 0,27 0,50 1.6 33.7 1,9 95,3 
Bdina' . f-16 
13,4 2,9 0 ,27  0 ,07 4.0 20.6 4.6 80,6 
10,8 3,1 0,25 6.5 3,5 
9,1 3,2 O.aiS 0.24 5.8 18.5 2.8 68.6 
11,7 5.4 0,12 5.8 2.2 
17.9 9.2 0,30 7.6 1.9 
22,0 12.1 0.32 1,69 7.4 43.5 1.8 83. 0 
2 3,3 12.3 0,45 6.5 1,9 
22,4 12,2  0,46 2,03 4.7 41.8 1.8 88,8 
19.3 10.5 0,38 1,3 1,8 
18,4 10,0 0.38 1,82 2,8 33.4 1,8 91.6 
18,2 10,2 0.30 1,7 1,8 
1 
3 
5 
7 
10 
1 
3 
5 
7 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
virgin 
virgin 
virgin 
0-6 
10-14 
18-22 
26-30 
40-46 
0-7 
10-14 
18-22 
26-30 
40-46 
0-5 
5.9 
9-13 
13-17 
17-20 
20-24 
24-29 
29-35 
35-41 
41-47 
47-53 
Al 
Bl 
B31 
Bl 
B2I 
Ot 
A2I 
Bl 
B2I 
B3 
Bs-Ci 
®1 
•""Ca, Mg, K, and H analysis by Hwang Shlh-Shou; K checked and Na by author. 
Horizon Depth 
N-umber Inches 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1 cult 
3 
5 
6 
9 
Horizon 
Designation 
;a/Mg Base 
Ratio Satu-
53-60 
60"»85 
85-95 
95-110 
0-6 
10-15 
19-24 
24-29 
40-46 
'21 
51 
52 
Ca Mg Mn k Na H Ohange 
Oapaoity 
ration 
17.1 10.4 0.29 1.3 1.6 
17,3 6.0 0,27 2.1 2.9 
14.3 5.9 0.26 2.5 2. 4  
17.0 7.7 0.29 2.9 2.2 
Bdina*. P-223 
10.1 2.9 0.00 0.08 0.00 5.3 18.4 3.5 71.2 
9.0 3.5 0.00 0.08 0.00 3.9 16.5 2.6 76.4 
15.6 8.2 0.00 0.21 0,88 5.5 30.4 1.9 81.9 
21.3 11.7 0.00 0.32 1.80 5.2 40.3 1.8 87,1 
19.2 9.6 0.00 0.22 1.83 1.8 32.7 2.0 94.5 0 
ro 1 
Traverse No, 4 
.io> 
TalxLe 9t SaasbangBable Oations of E^resentati've Horizons of Profiles Along Traveirse S 
Western Haig Etf tern Haig 
Mtodena ^^^^7 Wiaterset^ P-220 
Bass sue*/ % ^e Bi«e«/ % Base aue*/ ^ Base aue./ % 
Ky» IXX) Sat« Sx* 100 Sat# Sk* 100 Sat* S£» 100 Sata 
Horizon C4P* gn Cap, • 00 Cap • 0B' Cap. gn 
Exchangeable Calcitm 
A1 21.2; 13.0 60.7 28.8 18,7 61;.9 26,7 15.3 57.3 26,0 15.1; 59.2 
kyhz 21.3 12.9 60.6 26,1 25.3 58.6 27.0 16,0 59.3 27.1 13.8 20,9 
B1 19.5 11.7 60«0 30.0 17.6 58.7 30.3 17.9 59.1 31.7 18,1 57 J; 
B2 23.2 2h»6 62.9 33.6 19.1; 57.7 3l;.7 21.0 60.5 38.8 23.2 60.0 
Cl 21.il 13.9 65.0 30.6 18.3 59.8 31.9 19.1; 60.9 33.7 20,6 60.8 
Sschangsable Magnesium 
Al 21.1; l;.l 19.2 28.8 l;.l; 15.3 26.7 1;.6 17.2 26.0 U.7 18 a 
AyAz a.3 1;.3 20.2 26.1 5.6 21.5 27.0 6,2 23.0 27.1 1;.7 17.3 
Bl 19.5 1;.2 21.5 30.0 7.6 25.3 30.3 8,3 27.1; 31.7 8.9 28.1 
B2 23.2 6,1; 27.6 33.6 9.6 28,6 31;.7 .^9 31.U 38.8 12.3 31.7 
Cl 21.1; 6*0 28,0 30.6 9.2 30.1 31.9 10.2 32.0 33.7 10,9 32.3 
Exchangsable S^jrdrogen 
Ai a.1; 3.2 15.0 28.8 5.2 18.1 26.7 6.6 2k.7 26,0 5.7 21.9 
A3-A2 21.3 3.5 16.1; 26,1 I;.9 18.8 27.0 1;.5 16.7 27.1 6,5 2l;.0 
19.5 2.8 li;.l; 30.0 1;.3 ll;.3 30.3 3.8 12.5 31.7 htk 13.9 
B2 23.2 1.7 7.3 33.6 1;.0 11.9 3l;.7 2.5 7.2 38.8 2.7 7.0 
Cl 21.1; 1.6 ,7;5 30,6 2.1; 7.8 31.9 1.9 6.0 33.7 1.6 1;.7 
ExchazigsaKLe ° Potassiim 
.15 0.6 21*1; .99 1;.6 28.8 .1^9 1.7 26.7 .22 0,8 26,0 
A3-A2 21.3 .61 2.9 26,1 .21; 0.9 27.0 . .29 1,0 27,1 .13 0.5 
?1 19.5 .53 2.7 20.0 .liU 1.5 30.3 .26 0,9 31.7 . .22 0.7 
B2 23.2 1.9 33*6 .51 1.5 3l;.7 .28 0.8 38.8 .33 0.9 
Cl 21.1; *140 1.9 30.6 .1;6 1.5 31.9 .27 0.8 33.7 .27 0.8 
Exchahgsable Sodim 
21.1; .oU 0.2 28,8 0,0 0.0 26.7 0.0 o;o 26.0 0,0 0.0 
21.3 .01 0.05 26,1 .01 o.oU 27.0 0.0 0.0 27.1 0.0 0.0 
19.5 .02 0.1 30.0 .03 0.1 30.3 .05 0.2 31.7 .08 0.3 
®2 23.2 .02 0.1 33.6 .12 0,1; 3U.7 .01; 0,1 38.8 ,22 0,6 
Cl a.U •3X) 0.5 30.6 .29 0.9 31.9 •08 0,3 33.7 .30 0,9 
* Inteipolated value 
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ntative Horizons of Profiles Along ^aiverse No. 3« 
Western Halg Eastern Haig 
1^218 P-221 F^O Sdina* P<-l6 MaximDiB 
i Base Bue./ % Base n.e#/ % Base m.e./ % Bue./ % 
Sat* Bt. 100 Sftt# Ex. 300 Sat* Ex. 100 Sat. 100 Sat* 
Cap* m Cap. 011 Cap, m m ' 
Exchangeable Calcixm • 
6U.9 26.7 15.3 57.3 26.0 15.U 59.2 20.6 13.1*' 65.0 Winterset Winterset 
58.6 27.0 16.0 59.3 27.1 13.8 20.9 18.5 9.1 1*9.2 W. Haig W. Haig 
58.7 30.3 17*9 59.1 31.7 18.1 57.U 33.5* 17.9 53.1* E. Haig W. Haig 
57.7 3U.7 21.0 60.5 38.8 23.2 60.0 1*3.5 23.3 53.6 Edina W. Haig 
59.8 31.9 19.1* 60.9 33.7 20.6 60.8 33.lt 18.1* 55.1 E. Haig W.&E.Haig 
Exchangeable Hagoesinm 
ll*.l 15.3 26.7 It.6 17.2 26.0 lt.7 18.1 20.6 2.9 E. Haig E. Haig 
21.5 27.0 6,2 23.0 27.1 lu7 17.3 18.5 3.2 17.3 W. Haig W. Haig 
25.3 30.3 8.3 27.ii 31.-7 8.9 28.1 33.5* 9t2 27.5 Edina E. Haig 
28.6 3li.7 Jja,9 31.1* 38.8 12.3 31.7 1*3.5 12.1 27.8 E. Haig E. Haig 
30.1 31.9 10.2 32.0 33.7 10.9 32.3 33.7 10.0 29.9 E. Haig E. Haig 
Exchangeable S^ydrogsn 
20.6 l*.o 19.1* 18.1 26.7 6.6 2I1.7 26,0 5.7 21.9 W. Haig W. Haig 
18.8 27.0 W 16.7 27.1 6.5 2U.0 18.5 5.8 31.1* E. Haig Edina 
ll;.3 30,3 3.8 12.5 31.7 hSi 13.9 33.5* 7.6 22.7 Edina Edina 
11.9 3U.7 2.5 7.2 38.8 2.7 7.0 1*3.5 7.1* 17.0 Edina Edina 
7.8 31.9 1.9 6.0 33.7 1.6 U.7 33.7 2.8 8.1; Edina Edina 
Exchangeable Fotassitua 
.15 0.6 20.6 1.7 26.7 .22 0.8 26.0 .27 1.3 Idnden Hinden 
0.9 27.0 . .29 1.0 27.1 .13 0.5 18.5 .:i5 0.8 l{inden Itinden 
1.5 30^3 .26 0.9 31.7 .22 0.7 33.5* .30 0.9 Minden Hinden 
1.5 3U.7 .28 0.8 38.8 .33 0.9 1*3.5 .32 0.7 Ulnden Uinden 
1.5 31.9 .27 0.8 33.7 .27 0.8 33.7 .38 1.1 lliaden Ilindsn 
Exchangeable Soditsa 
20.6 0.0 26.7 0.0 o;o 26.0 0.0 0.0 .07 0.3 Edina Edina 
o.oU 27.0 0.0 0.0 27.1 0.0 0.0 18.5 .21* 1.3 Edina Edina 
0.1 30.3 .05 0.2 3i;7 .08 0.3 33.5* 
1.69 
Edina? Edina? 
0.U 3U.7 .olt 0.1 38.8 .22 0.6 1*3.5 Edina Edina 
0.9 31.9 .08 0.3 33.7 .30 0.9 33.7 1.82 5.^  Edina Edina 
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From profile to profile. Table 9 shows similar in­
teresting changes occur within similar horizons as profile 
development advances. In the immediate surface, or 
horizon;^ the m^lliequivalents per 100 grams of soil of ex­
changeable calcium increases from Mlnden to a maximum in the 
Wlnterset and then decreases to a minimum in Edina. In the 
subsurfaoe horizons, calcium increases from Mlnden to a max­
imum in western Halg and then decreases to a minimum in 
Edlna. In the upper subsoil, or B2, horizons, calcium In­
creases from Mlnden to a maximum in eastern Halg and then 
decreases slightly. In'the zones of maximum clay accumu­
lation, or Bg, horizons, calcium increases from Mlnden to 
the end of Traverse No. 3 with Edina equal to or slightly 
higher than the eastern Halg. In the substratum, or C^, 
horizons, calcium increases from Mlnden to eastern Halg and 
then decreases slightly in Edlna. Percent calcium satura­
tion indicates very nearly the same trends as milliequiva-
lents per 100 grams of soil. Thus, after reaching a maxi­
mum in the A-j_ horizon in Wlnterset, maximum calcium appears 
in the subsurface horizon in Western Halg, In the hori­
zon in eastern Haig, and in the Bg horizon in Edlna. This 
is in the same order as Increasing profile development and 
may Indicate calcium is progressively leached from the 
profile. 
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Data In Table 9 indicates somewhat different trends , 
for magnesium than calcium. In the horizons, the milli-
equivalents of magnesium increases to a maximum in eastern 
Haig and then decreased considerably to -Kdina. In the sub­
surface horizons, magnesium increases to a maximum in west­
ern Haig and then decreases to a minimum in Edina. In the 
horizons, magnesium increases to an equal maximum in 
eastern Haig and Edina* In the horizons, tnagnesivun 
increases to a maximum in eastern Haig and then decreases 
slightly* Thes% data may indicate that magnesium, unlike 
calcium, tends to resist displacement from the surface soils 
and follows rather than preceding or accompanying calcium. 
The occurrence of maximum magnesium in the surface horizon 
of the eastern Haig and in the subsurface horizons of west­
ern Haig may indicate magnesium resists displacement until 
maximum eluviation, as indicated by the maximum clay-dis-
tance curve of Figure 1, is in progress* Further evidence 
that magnesium may not leach appreciably until the appearance 
of an Ag horizon is indicated by the occurrence of maximum 
magnesium in the of the ^dina and an equal maximum in the 
Bg of the ©astern Haig and Edina profiles. Percent magne­
sium saturation indicates substantially the same trends as 
milllequivalents of magnesium. 
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Potasslum reveals less clear cut evidence of change 
with Increasing profile development, Milliequlvalents of 
potassium are greatest in the surface horizons of Mlndan 
profile even though the Mlnden is cultivated, decreases 
to a minimum In eastern Halg, and then increases slightly 
In Edlna. The subsoil and substratum horizons show simi­
lar variations with smaller total amounts present making 
them difficult to interpret. Minden contained the most 
potassium in the surface or upper subsoil horizons and 
IKlnterset the most in the lower subsoil and substratum. 
Following minimums in ell horizons In Halg profiles, potas­
sium Increases least slightly in the Edina. On the basis 
of percent potassium saturation, the Minden profile is 
highest in all horizons. Judging by the low values which 
occur in all horizons in one Halg profile or the other, 
potassium losses are especially great or severe in the 
periods of most rapid eluviatlon and clay accumulation. 
Although the milliequlvalents of potassium increase 
slightly in the Edlna profile, the percent potassium sat­
uration does not differ much from the Halg profiles. 
The milliequlvalents and percent saturation of sodium 
are very low in the surface horizons of Minden, extremely 
low in the Winterset and Halg profiles, and reaches a 
maximum txae the sequence in the Edlna. The subsurface 
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horizons are similar except for an even larger increase 
in the Edina. The Bg, horizons gradually increase 
from a minimum in Minden to eastern Haig, and then Increase 
tremendously in the Edina. The Edina profile indicates 
sodium Is not appreciably retained until after maximum clay 
accumulation has occurred, and also sodium is retained much 
more than potassium. The retention of sodium by the Edina 
profile may be due to increased moistness as a result of the 
greatly reduced aeration porosity and permeability accom­
panying the high clay content in the subsoil. The reten­
tion of considerable sodium is apparent even in the Ag 
horizon, or horizon of maximum eluvlation. 
The milllequivalents of exchangeable hydrogen increase 
in the surface horizons from Minden to a maximum in western 
Halg and then decrease. In the subsurface horizons, hydro­
gen increases to a maximum in eastern Haig and then decreases 
slightly in Edina. In the Bi, Bg, and C^: horizons, hydA/g®n 
la a maximum in Edina. The percent hydrogen saturation in­
dicates substantially the same as milllequivalents of hydro­
gen. As shown previously after reaching a maximum in the 
surface horizon of the Wlnterset, maximum calclxim appears 
In successively lower horizons as profile development in­
creases. Maximum hydrogen appears to repeat a similar 
pattern one step behind maxlirum calcium. This sequence 
of cation displacement and Increasing pH may Indicate it la 
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the hydrogen cations which displace the other bases with 
increasing profile developaent. 
As Bray (16) concluded from his data along a similar 
traverse in Illinois, an Inspection of the percent base 
saturation and jiH data in Table 7 Indicates maximum eluvia-
tion and clay accumulation occurs before appreciable acidity 
or base unsaturation developes. This is shown by the sub­
surface horizon of eastern Haig, P-220, with a baae satura­
tion of 76 percent and the Ag horizon of Edina, P-16, with 
6S.6 percent. The corresponding pH values are 5.3 and 5.0. 
Total nitrogen, organic carbon, and carbon-nitrogen 
ratio For nitrogen (4), 5 gram samples of air dry soil were 
weighed in duplicate, .7 gram mercuric oxide, 5 gram of KgSO^, 
30 milliliters of added to Kjeldahl flasks, and the 
contents digested until 30 to 45 minutes after they became 
light colored. The aimnonia was distilled into 50 milliliters 
of 4 percent boric acid solution, and the solutions titrated 
directly with .IN HCl using brom cresol green indicator. 
The end point was obtained by comparison with a pair of 
blank determinations. 
For organic carbon (4), duplicate 5 gram samples of 
air dry soil were weighed in alundum boats, approximately 
.25 gram of carbonate free Mn02 added, and contents Ignited 
at 950 to 1000°C In a dry combustion train for 10 minutes. 
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The COg evolved was collected In an ascarlte-anhydrone 
absorption tower and weighed. Table 10 shows the average 
results obtained for total nitrogen and organic carbon on 
an oven dry basis. 
Table 10 and Figure 6 show total nitrogen, organic 
carbon, and organic matter in the surface horizons increases 
to a maximum in the Winterset, P-2ia, profile, and then de­
creases to Edina. The carbon-nitrogen ratio of the surface 
horizons tends to a maximum in the Winterset and then de­
creases to a minimum in the Edina indicating that as profile 
formation continues the organic matter is more thoroughly 
decomposed. As observed by numerous other investigators (1) 
(21), the carbon-nitrogen ratl^ontends to decrease with 
depth In the profile. This is indicative of more thorough­
ly decomposed organic matter or forms of organic life or 
products with narrower carbon-nitrogen ratios at increas­
ing depths in the profile. 
Effect of forest versus grass vegetation on the soil 
profile Data for 2 Planosol soils developed along Traverse 
No. 4 provide an Interesting comparison of the effect of 
forest versus prairie vegetation when all other soil form­
ing factors are nearly constant. The Marion silt loam is 
a Planosol developed from Peorian loess under the influence 
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Figure 6. Percent total nitrogen and percent organic 
carbon in virgin-like surface horizons of 
profiles along Traverse Wo. 3 
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Table 10. Total nitrogen, organic carbon, organic matter 
and C;1I ratio of profiles along Traverse No. 3 
• ' ' Horizon Total 
Horizon Depth Desig­ Nitrogen O.C. O.M.* C:N 
Number Inches nation % % Batio 
Minden, P-217 
1 cult 0-6 An .192 2.25 3.90 11.7 
3 11-16 4I2 
P-tSn 
.170 2.02 3.50 11.9 
5 21-26 .109 1.17 2.03 10.7 
7 31-39 .051 0.52 0.90 10.2 
8 39-48 4 .044 0.35 0.60 8.0 
Winterset, P-218 
1 cult 0-7 .216 3.02 5.23 14.0 
3 14-18 Ai2 .107 1.58 2.74 14.8 5 22-26 .083 1.12 1.94 13.5 
7 30-35 ®2 
B3-C1 
.057 0.58 1.00 10.2 
9 40-46 .037 0.31 0.54 8.4 
Winterset (?), P-222 
1 virgin 0-6 
^1 .236 3.09 5.35 13.1 3 10-14 
^3 .152 1.89 3.27 12.4 5 18-22 .099 1.09 1.89 11.0 
7 26-30 .054 0.50 0.87 9.3 
10 40-46 c? .031 0.24 0.42 7.7 
Haig, P-221 
1 virgin 0-6 Al .258 3.29 5.70 12.8 
3 10-14 
^3 .150 1.91 3.31 12.7 5 18-22 ®1 .103 1.26 2.18 12.1 
7 26-30 .058 0.59 1.02 10.2 
10 40-46 B3I .035 0.25 0.43 7.1 
Haig* P-220 . 
1 virgin 0-5 Ai .205 2.71 4.69 13.2 
3 10-14 A3 .161 2.24 3.88 13.9 
5 18-22 .094 1.26 2.18 13.4 
7 26-30 B2I .061 0.63 1.09 10.3 
10 40-46 Cl .034 0.22 0.38 6.5 
*Organic carbon X 1.732 
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Horlzon Depth 
Number Inches 
lorlzon 
Desig­
nation 
Potal 
Nitrogen 
% 
O.C. O.M. C:N 
i Ratio 
2.20 3.81 12.2 
1.05 1.82 11.4 
0.91 1.58 10.5 
0.54 0.94 10.0 
0.23 0.40 8.2 
2.06 3.58 13.0 
1 
3 
6 
8 
10 
1 
virgin 
cult 
0-5 
9-13 
^20-24 
29-35 
41-47 
0-6 
B. 
Edlna, P 
.180 
.092 
.087 
.054 
.028 
.158 
» 
-16 
Edlna , P-223 
1 cult 0-6 ^1 .177 1.94 3.36 11.0 3 10-15 
BJ 
.097 1.08 1.87 11.1 
5 19-24 .084 0.98 1.70 11.7 
6 24-29 .082 0.97 1.68 11.8 
9 40-46- Cl .043 0.35 0.61 8.1 
1 virgin 0-6 .243 2.75 4.76 11.3 
*Traverse No. 4 
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of oak-hickcry hardwood forest conditions, and the Edlna 
silt loam is a Planosol developed under the influence cf 
prairie vegetation. 
Data for exchangeable cations in Table 11 indicate 
Marion and Edina profiles are quite aim51ar In the iime-
diate surface horizon and in the C]_ horizon of the sub­
stratum. Tn the Ag, and Eg horizons of the Msr'on 
profile, the exchangeable calcium and rnagnesium decrease 
greatly and exchangeable h:;dorgsn increases markedly. In 
the and Bg horizons cf the Marion profile, exchangeable 
magnesium almost equals the content of exchangeable calcium. 
For tiie Edina profile, e:xchangeable calcium exceeds consider­
ably the content of exchangeable magnesiijm in the and Bg 
horizons. The lov/ered exchangeable Ca/Mg ratio has sonie-
tirres been suggested as a criteria of more intense or advan­
ced soil weathering (8). If this is true, then the llarion 
profile, from the exchangeable calcium and magnesium data, 
is more v.'eathered than the Edlna profile. In other wor-ds, 
forest vegetation would seem to hasten soil weatlicring as 
compared to prairie vegetation. From data in Table 11, 
exchangeable hydorgen is more prominent in the Marion than 
in the Edina profile. Other indications of greater weather­
ing in the Marion as compared vvlth the Kdina profile are 
illustrated by the respective Ag horizons, the horizons of 
Table 11. Effect of different kinds of natural vegetation on two Planoaol Profllea 
along Traverse No, 4 
Horizon Depth Hor. Ex. cations/lOO ma. Total Base 2 m % ^ Ca/ 
Number In. Dea. pH Ca Mg K H Ex. Sat. Clay c O . M .  Mg 
Cap. % ^ Ratio 
Marion Silt Losm 
2 virgin 0-5 Ai 5.1 12,2 2.4 0.49 3.7 19.3 80,8 17,2 2.84 4.92 5,1 
6 10-12 ^22 3.9 1.3 0.4 0.14 6.9 8.7 20.7 13,3 0.37 0.64 3.3 8 15-18 B? S;99 6.2 6.6 0,40 15.5 28.2 45.0 42.7 0.57 0.99 0.9 
10 21-24 Bg 4.1 8.9 7.9 0.46 16.8 35.0 88.8 49,5 0.52 0,90 1.1 
16 39-42 °1 13.4 9.1 0.44 2.9 27.0 88,3 36,3 0,25 0,43 1.5 
Bdina Silt Loam 
1 cult 0-6 Al 5.1 10.1 2.9 0.08 5.3 18.4 71,2 21.6 1,94 3,36 3,5 
3 10-15 Ag 5.3 9.0 3,5 0.08 3.9 16.5 76,4 23.8 1.08 1.87 2.6 
6 19-24 Bl 5.4 15,6 8,2 0,21 5.5 30,4 81.9 43.6 0.98 1.70 1.9 
e 24-29 Bg 5.5 21.3 11.7 0.32 5.2 40.3 87,1 54.6 0.97 1.68 1,8 
9 40-46 Ol 6.1 19.2 9.6 0.22 1,8 32,7 94,5 41,4 0.35 0.61 2.0 
1 virgin 0-6 Al 5.5 2,75 4,76 
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maximum eluviatlon. These indications in the Marion pro­
file include reduced base exchange capacity, base satura­
tion, less than 2 micron clay, percent organic carbon, and 
organic matter. 
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DISCUSSION 
In 1933, Norton (23) reported a study of five stsf^ea 
of soil profile develcpwent from Peorian loess In Illinois 
rcorphologically revealing a contimious transition from 
Prairie soils to Planosols. These profiles illustrated a 
gradation in color of the surface soil from very dark to 
black with permeable subsoils to development of ashy gray 
subsurface horizons and Impermeable, plastic clay pan sub­
soils. The profiles developed on nearly lovsl slopes under 
the Influence of i.iriperfect natural drain^ige and pralrio 
grasses. Other field observations prorapted liJorton to state 
slrrilar profile variations were also true, but to a leaser 
degree, for the gently sloping, better drained, catenary 
associates of the profiles developed on poorly drained, near­
ly level sites. 
Later, Bray (5)(7) studied chemically and physically a 
series of soil profiles typical of the five 3taf,G3 of develop­
ment reported earlier by ^•Torton. Bray referred to the pro­
files, known as Traverse TJo. 1, as a "jnaturity series". 
Bray concluded two rcain typos of secondary icinercla had 
formed and been dAstrlbuted in the profiles -nroducing the 
observed icorphologlcal variations noted earlier by Norton. 
The first of these minerals -were ferro-manganiferous, 
chiefly the oxides, in nature end largely accounted for the 
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hard and soft concretionary and diffuse contrast mottlings 
especially abundant in the lower horizons. The second group 
of minerals was silicates of the beidellite-nontronite-illite 
type. They formed early in profile development and were sub­
ject to movement before any marlced acidity or- base unsatura-
tion occurred. Colloid fractionntion studies Indicated the 
mobile fraction was perticles less than ,06 micron in dia-
ireter. Tt was the 'movement and rsccnm'jilstion of this fine 
clay fraction in the subsoil which produced the pronounced 
claypan characteris-nics observed in advanced soil profile 
developrrent. Yf-nt tho future developrrent of tliR profile 
would be under ^nre acid conditions was conjectural, but Bray 
foresaw the possibility of further decorapoaition of the 
secondary silicates to free iron oxides of iron, alun;intun, and 
silicon. 
At a later date. Smith (52) presented data for two gent­
ly sloping catenai*y associated soil profiles developed along 
Traverse IIo. 1 in Tlli.nois in siipnort of earlier morphologi­
cal observations by Norton and the physical-chein? cal studies 
of Bray« Although better drained, the gently sloping pro­
files exhibited increasin;- development in a similar order 
but to a lesser de.^ree than present in the nearly level, poor­
ly drained profiles. AlthoUt^h Smith had other data indicating 
some variation in the parent materials from which these pro­
files in both gently sloping and nearly level topographic 
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pcsitlon developed. Smith concluded the differences in pro­
file development along Travei'se No. 1 were due priaiarlly to 
differences in tiine and degree of VJaathcring, and in tirae all 
these profiles could beccine planosola. 
More recently, Hutton (15) established two rjorthweat-
soutbeast traverses in sdithwestern lowe characterized by a 
similar Peorlsn loess thickness and distributior; opttern 
Snith found along Traverse Hc« 1 in Illinois. Hntton made 
morpbolofTlcal, certain physical, and cbemJoal studies cf six 
Praii'ie soil profiles occi-rrSng on 5 to 4 percent slopes. In 
this Vfay, Huttcn kept cluriote, vogstaticn, ana topotrraphy as 
nearly constant as possible. The two variables along Traverse 
No. 1 of Hutton Trere parent notorial ard tiris nf weathering. 
Althou£;h the loeasial o^rent rm^tericls are not constant, 
variations ere minim''zed by the exponential nature of the 
equation relating thickness of loess to distance from point of 
Initial deposition. For this reason, the variations in the 
first 10 ffiilea tend to be as groat as from 10 to 100 miles 
or from 100 to 1000 miles. As tho important coinparIsons 
made by Hutton were within a distance of 10 to 170 miles, the 
parent materials presurr^ably wero not ,greatly different. The 
principal variable was tlir.e of weathering. Tlic loess from 
wh?ch the profiles on the thicker loess adjacent to the 
Missouri River developed v/as deposited in a diorter period of 
time than the thinner loess at a considerable distance from 
the river. Taking a solum depth of 30 inches for comparison. 
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the relative time of weathering may be expressed aa follows: 
for the 'tonona profile, Tn 30 x To - relative tiive of 
TO ^ " weathering 
for the Seymour profile, Ti^tSO x Tp - relative time of 
weathering, 
where T2 Is the ti^re since the end of loess depos^'tion, nnd 
Tg is the length of time of loess deposition. The ni3ir.erical 
fipures represent t'^e •nrooor-t'^oprI pnrt of during T,'hlch 
the loess was deposited froir which th.e solum developed. The 
Monona profile developed frora loess ebo'it 600 inches thick 
at the beginning of the travrrse near the point of initial 
deposition. The Seyraour profile developed fron loess r^bout 
95 inches thick at the end of the traverse and a considerable 
distance frore the loess source. 
As part of his stxidy, Hutton (15)  made a systematic 
study of loess thickness with distance from loess source. 
He found the looss thin''->ed at soine exponential rate in a 
northwest-southeasterly direction believed to parallel pre­
vailing wind direction during loess deposition, Concorai-
tsnt with this decreasing'; loess thickness with increasing 
distance from source of loess supply, Futton found a series of 
soil profile varlntions were related In iruch tl-'e same manner 
as Bray found in Illinois. The principal soil formin£* factors 
in this profile development were (1) cationic eluviation, 
(2) formation and movement of clay within the profiles, and 
(3)  the  part ia l  weathering of  c lay  minerals  3n the  so lum.  
Soil separate fractionation, base exchange capacity, partial 
total chemical analyses, and thermal analyses indicated it 
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v/as the leas than .06 mici'on clay which moved in the profile. 
Tl:iis clay vms I'lentified as a member of the Riontmorillonlte-
nontronite-illHe iaoicorphous aorieo. Aa Norton (23), Bray 
(6), and Smith (32) before him, Hutton concluded the effec­
tive tina of v/eatherinr haa been the primary reat.;cn for the 
increasing profile development of the soil series studied. 
Applying the profile sequence concepts of Jenny (16), ifutton 
described the profile varir^tJons along Traverse T:o. 1 in 
sor:thvjostern Tov/s as a chrcno-litho or litho-chrono 3eq,uence. 
As the result of the uork by Era^ (5) (7) and Sinith (32) 
in Illinois, White side and :'nrs}'.sll (58) in I/isRouii, and 
Button (15) in lews, the air.cunt of chemical inforraation is 
relatively largo conoern5.:i£ clay properties and soil pro­
files developed from Pcorfar Icess in southwest lovja and of 
adjacent states. Other than numerous machanical analyses and 
clay fractionation st^idies, tne changes in physical and bio­
logical properties accompanyinj^i increasint; profile foriiiation 
are less well known. One of the principal objectives cf this 
study v!aa to investifcate in mere detail other physical pro­
perties such as x'olurae T'oi^ht, por^osity, &.nd peiueability 
aa to their functional relstionshlps and course oi' cycle in 
soil genesis. As other investi'^ators have reported (3) (22) 
these physical changes are extrejnely important because of 
their Influence on soil moisture, soil aeration, and the 
plant root environment. 
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Along Traverse No. 3, the most conspicuous physical dif­
ference iwitb increaslr.p; profile "evelopirent Is increasing 
formation of clay in the surface horizons accompanied and 
fo31oAweci by Tr.over-^t of clay. This clay accumulstes in the 
snbscil in prcrresKively lar^e anonnts and at shallower 
depths in the profile witlj :increa.Tinr: profile development. 
Fractionation studies of the clay into coarse, me'^iu^Ti, and 
fine clay ind'icate it 5s the fine, or l-^as than .Of^ micron, 
clay rh5ch Tncves downward and acnimulates in tho subsoil hori­
zons. The coarsG and raedinm clay show quite uniform distri­
bution T7ithin each profile or from profile to profile as 
weathering continues. The distribution of fine clay in the 
Minden profile shows smallest movement and accumulation In 
the subsoil of any of the profiles along Traverse tTo. 3. 
This indicates the subsurface horizons are the initial horizons 
of maximum fine clay formation. The relationshin of maximum 
elay accumulation v.o distance fro.i' loess source shown in 
P^-'ur'=» 1, the moroholo ically observed appearance of an in­
cipient ashy ^ray horizon, an! the decrease in surface soil 
teaiture all indicate maximum olay movement occurs in the 
eastern portions of the Hai^ series along Traverse No. 3. 
Tn this eastern Hoi.r', P-220, profile which has an incipient 
Ag horizon, the subsurface hcrizon has a pH of 5.3 and a 
base saturation of 76 percent. In corresponding horizons in 
the Edlna, P-16, profile, the A2 horizon has a pH of 5.0, 
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and the base saturation :!s 68.6 percent# These pH and base 
saturation values indicate fino clay may move in a nedi'om 
\«fhich is only modGrately aoidj a oonnlusion also reached by 
Bray {6). 
Alon : w' th tho de""olot5;ricnt oJ' connTiicnoun text'iral pro-
filoo, other physical chanson acconpariy afivancin;; go31 fcr-
rfction. These ohnn'-es are lesn discernible, b'lt ihay be very 
importnnt a:?roncm:'caller, 
.Jndiriinf; by the volvit^ie weirjht of 1.2? .for the snb-
strntnin horizons of the M^nden vTOfilG, the volnrne wei.-jht of 
loessial parent mnteriala alonj; Traverse T<o. 3 vas probably 
quite low after dtpoaition and before profilo '"'oriTiation be-
fjen. Siinilfi''''ly Inferrini- fros the numerous fine nin hole 
opening.s and cavities found i:.\ the substratun: liorlzons of all 
the profiles studied, the freshly deposited loess Is nonstruc-
tive an:' beneficial a^jronomically. Apparently the aocuraula-
tion and incorporation of organic agents both living and 
dead, results in a decrease in voluine weir;:bt and an increase 
in aeration and total porosity. These changes are groatest 
In the iimrie'Iiate surface horizons and decrease v;? th denth. 
In the I'inden profile, the decreases in volume weight have 
been considerable and extend into the upper subsoil. The 
surface sell has a volume wei^;,ht of 0.06, the subsurface 
1.09, and the upper subsoil 1.05. The voluwe weight of the 
E-.aximurri clay accu^'ul^ticn horizon is 1.25, and the substratum 
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1.23. These decreases in volume weight are in the order of 
20 to 25 percent. Similarly, aeration and total porosity 
throughout the i'inden profile are extremely favorable and 
nearly uniform throughoiit the profile. The surface horizon 
has an aeration porosity of 15 percent and total porosity 
of almost 61 percent. Similarly respective values for the 
subsoils are 19 percent and 56 percent, for the horizon of 
maximum clay accumulation 15 percent and 52 percent, and for 
the substratum 11 percent and almost 52 percent. Judging by 
observed adapted crop production, these extremely favorable 
volume weight and porosity properties, indicate the Minden 
profile is well drained and permeable and the profile a 
favorable medium for plant growth. 
With advancing profile foririatlon from the Minden to the 
Edina, pro|!resaive deterioration of the favorable physical 
characteristics present in the Minden profile is evident. 
These physical changes appear to accompany increased clay 
formation, and subsequent movement and accumulation of the 
fine clay in the subsoil horizons at progressively shallower 
depths. The volume weights of the subsoil horizons of 1.3 to 
1.4 from V^interset to Edina are not gi»eatly different al­
though the i-dina tends to a maximum, but the aeration poro­
sity and penneability of the subsoil horizons progressively 
deteriorates greatly with increasing profile formation- The 
progressive blocking of the soil pores by the illuviating 
fine clay apparently is responsible for these unfavorable 
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As a result cf the unfavorable physical characteristics 
acccnipanying the develcpnient cf the Edina profile appreciable 
arcounts cf excbfnfreeble sodiuj;-! fire present in the Edina pro-
fllr. In cll staj^es of -rofile developr-.ent preceoin^'; the 
Edina, sodiuEi is extreaely lov;. Considerable ey.chan(_eal:'le 
sodium in present in the Ag horizon of the Ldina profile al-
thon^-h ?,n other respcctsj the i\g horizcnn dl^^plsys evider.ce of 
extreme elu'vldtion. Partial total analyses of tlie yilt and 
clay fractions by Hntton (15) indicate calcium and sodium are 
very lovf or absent in the clay fractions. Th5fi indicates that 
as the silt fractions v'ep,ther to forn clay, tho cnlcinnj and 
sodium are released and not retained in secondary clay mineral 
lattices, "n more porous and permenhle profiles, sodium ap­
pears to leach relatively rapidly froci the proi'lle. The stage 
of profile dovelopmcnt nanifestod by the Edina profile appears 
to retain in nn rxchangeable fonr. inore of the sodium other­
wise lost by leaching in riorc perrieable prr.fj.les. 
Although the a opearanee of unfavorable physical chara­
cteristics as profile formation continues is most pronciunced 
in the subsoil horizons, tlie surface horizons indirnte simi­
lar althourjh loss extreme deterioration cf physical proper­
ties. In tho immed'-ate surface horizons, the volume v/eight 
decreases slightly in the ISinterset and then inci'easos 
gradually to a iTiaxiinuDi of 1.16 in the rdina. The aeration 
and total porosit- cf the i:mnediate sur'"ace horizons of all 
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profilea are not greatly different and for the most part 
are quite favorable. 
SiTnjlarly in the sub-surface horl^-ons of all profiles 
grar3ua,lly increasin , •'•olumf; wei ,bt and decreasinij aeration 
pcrositT ncccnpanies jnci'easin^ soil foriaaticn. TViese dif-
fei^ences are /ict b-tv'een interset and tuG two Hei^j 
profiles, bv,t they beco;;ie quite largo fro-n '"astern Ilai;,, 
P-220, to Edir.fl, T^-16. 'I'^^e ar5pearano0 of an tishy 1';c^yt 
eluviatefl hor:'3cn in the Edino s accompanied by u con-
spicuous incressc in vcluse wei^-iht and decrosae in aeration 
porosity. Althouf^h these chan,^'0S are not aa ;^;reat sa for 
subsoil horizons, they appear to bo secorsdary minJirmms in 
the profile for these properties. As in the esse of the 
subsoil horizons, decreasins-i pc-rinefjbility appears to ac-
con-ptiiiy the inci'ease ir volume wei-^ht and decreaso 3n aera­
tion porosity. These unfavorable developnents accoiTipany a 
Phange frcn s (rronnlor to s platy state of structural 3^-
grc|.';st5on frllovjJnf the loss of eluviated orcan^'c and in-
or^^^^anic constituents. 
Cr.enically, inci-e8s5n^ profile formation (froir Minden 
to Edina) is accompanied by an increasing; base eychan^e capa­
city in almost all the proJ'ile horizons from ^'^Inden to east­
ern Haij]:, P-220. From this eastern Haig to Edina, P-16, the 
base exchange capacity of the surface and subsurface horizons 
decreases considerably. For the subsoil hor'iKons, the base 
exchange capacity continues to increase from the Mlnden to 
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the Edina. Tncreas'ng acidity, or decreas-'ni^ pH, and in­
creasing percent hydrogen aaturatJcn of the e:':c}:iRn£ie£role com­
plexes accompsny increeslnr noil r^rcfile developjiient» llier© 
is soFte Indication that the exchar,^e critilcna are displaced in 
the order Na > > Ca > o unl'svornblo physical condi­
tions ac-CKpany5n;' t>;e I •'Una 3tr;ve cf 3' 11 pr-o'f'ilc develop­
ment arjpear to be responsible for blie retcrticn of aopreciabla 
sodium In the oychnn'-'enble forri. 
Acconpenyln^'' the physical ano cher;'cal changes osaooiated 
rdth Inci-eaP'nf- "nrcflle devnloppcnt are similar trends in the 
organic constituents. As ?.hcvirn by i'ij;^uro 6, r.otsl nitrogen 
and organic carbon first increase tc a ranxlinuir! and then pro-
i-resslvely decline. Calculated organic ratter and the carbon 
nitrogen ratio follow t}^e sarrse trends v'tli increaFln(3 profile 
development. 
The fore,^;cing physical, chemJcal, and organic changes 
indicate sell fonr'atlon Is the result of closely related 
dynamic, and for the most part irreversible processes rather 
than static or equilibrl\ain procGssea. The soil pi^of 'le is 
not a closed systeri, and mjmerons constituents are lest dur­
ing profile forration. In such a system irreversible rather 
than equilibrium processes are to be expected. Data for the 
even more hlf^hly developed Ritnam profile reported by \Mhite-
side and Wsrshall (?3) lii ?Tlssonrl Indicate the "Fdina stage 
of development is surpassed. Althou^^h many precesses, such 
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aS fine clay formation and movement. In the Edina and Put­
nam profiles are ro longer ss aotJve as fcrrr.erlyj thaj are 
continuing at a much redi.-ped rate asymptotically approaching 
but probably never reaching static or equl.llbriuir, concl ;* tions* 
Assuming: equilibrium were attainable, it would be only palatial 
and not total in effect InTrnlve on.ly e few end products, 
not tl'ie complete soil forinatlon nroccjss.  
Traverse ''lo. 5  of this investlt^!>t'on Trnverse ^'o« 1 
established by Hutton (1-5), reveal a STieclal cfife of the con­
cept of soil series In which the soil oropf-rtlen nr-e alrnost 
vectorial in character. In a sense, this la to be exnoctod 
from the almost vectorial nature of loesslal daposilts from 
which these soil series developed. Srch orientation and uni­
formity of parent rooteriel appears to bo inherent In looss 
deposits everywhere. Such a pattern of loess dIstrlbn.t 1 on 
provided an. alirjost infinite number of stsrtlnr points for 
soil fornu^tlon processes and aoll nroflles. Paglnnlnf with 
the point on the thinnest and finest loess deposited farthest 
from the point of initial deposition, each one of these star-
tln^r points la initiated on loess infinitely thlc^'or, coarser 
and closer to the source of loess supply. As a crnseqnence 
a continuous series of nroflles from least to nest hlphly 
developed are present. B'l-'om the viewpoint of a functional 
study of soil forming processes such an orientation of pro­
file propert-ies, a relatively few thorough, profile studies 
along a properly oriented traverse can be used to estimate 
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the properties cf other profiles anjwhere alon^^, the tra­
verse# J/oreover a series of properly or'enter? traverses 
wo-ild perir-j t the estahliohicfBnt of Irjo-soil property lines 
nr..6. provide criteria for the estahlisbKont of sojl sor:*6s. 
U'-^-like the slT-Ost vectcrially criente-.i lGesn;lal deposits 
.'inrl the profiles dcr1vo("! fron t'-GTi_, tjic 'la^olchto ,'j;lac'fil de-
pcsitss in Tor.'n nre randomly or haphazardly r"ijatr:Vouted. \Vliile 
the ;3or)oral direction cf m.nvoricnt of 'he glaciers '3 Iniown 
frojTj rock striae and ot}ior e-v'-id.enco, the ^lacj?.l do'^osits 
''he soil -rr-f'lles 'iovol'^-pod from thor. Di''e ?iot r'.^pdoinly 
arranged. In t];!e i^laointed oreas of Tcv/a, no oatlsfactory 
predictions can be made about the nature '">f tz-e dr'ft, or 
the kind and properties of a ;^lven profile alonfj any traverse 
in a p;5ven area. "21 th^- other l^'ond, in t},!e loeaalj-l areas 
of southvveatern To'ifa, :-cod estijiatea cf the soil type and 
its properties are possible at any ^iven point provided the 
dia.tance from scarce of initial loess denos1t5,on "'a ^<nown, 
and a stndy of soils has been r.ade alnn^ 0. ^iven traverse. 
In addition good estimates can be nade whether the soil type 
and its properties v:ill be rainiinal, optimal, or inaxiTial in 
nature. 
Althou^ih lsr,"e gD'.l obvio-.3s differences ''n '":rcfllo pro­
perties are readily evident vv':,;Bn the profllea are examined 
at considerable Vitnrvals of distance, these differences 
essentially vanish between adjacent profiles along any tra­
verse. As always, the establishment of criteria for differ-
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entiatlon of such a gradation of soil profiles on the soil 
series level presents a problem not readily or satisfactorily 
solved. This problexn Is not peculiar to loess deposits how­
ever but is inherent in many forms of classification of 
natural objects which are gradatlonal in character. With re­
ference to the loessial deposits of southwestern Iowa, a por­
tion of the arbitrariness in soil series and soil type sepa­
rations is resolved by the topographically discontinuous 
nature of the loess deposit. Moreover, essentially level 
topographic sites and profiles which are the subject of this 
investigation are even more limited than the loess deposit. 
Due to the dissected character of much of the area of the 
central and eastern Marshall soil association area and the 
western portions of the Shelby-Sharpsburg-Grundy soil as­
sociation area essentially arbitrary boundaries between the 
Minden and Wlnterset series ere unlikely. The Winteraet and 
Halg series will probably adjoin In some areas and necessi­
tate somewhat arbitrary boundary separations. The Halg aer­
ies manifests borderline Wiesenboden-Planosol properties 
which will probably always make it difficult to separate 
from either the Wlnterset series in the Wiesenboden great 
soil group or the £dlna series in the Planosol great soil 
group. In addition, two soil types appear to be present with­
in the Halg series: (1) the sllty clay loam adjolng the Wln­
terset sllty clay loam, and (2) the silt loam adjolng the 
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Edina silt loam. In addition incipient ashy gray Ag 
characteristics are evident in the subsurface horizons of the 
more highly developed Halg silt loams adJolnl6g. the Edlna 
series. The Halg series is definitely transitional in chara­
cter and is not readily classifiable into any great soil 
group. 
From the v^ev'polnt of using the information obtained in 
this study In soil manacemert problems many general recom­
mendations can be rnade. All the profiles are acid and would 
benefit from the application of ground limestone. An increase 
in pH is imperative if lef^umes are included in the rotation. 
Regular applications of manure and organic residues would 
tend to increase the aeration porosity, decrease the volume 
•weight, and increase the permeabilities of all the surlace 
horizons which appear to have deteriorated in physical con­
dition under cultivation. Crop rotations including some 
grass and/or legioraes should be established to promote the more 
stable forms of organic matter and aggregates. Although the 
deep rooting habits of alfalfa ai^-e Ttell known In permeable 
profiles, less is known concerning deep rooting habits in 
heavy texture subsoils. Possibly the ViJlnterset subsoil of 
the profile would benefit structurally from the use of deep 
rooted legumes, but ife is not known if similar benefits 
would occur In the heavy textured subsoils of the Kaig and 
Edlna profiles. Concerning artificial drainage of the Winter-
-127D- \ 
set, Halg, and Edlna aeries, probsbly only the Wlnterset 
series would benef'^.t appreciably frorn the installation of 
conventional tile drainafre. 
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STJM?/:ARy 
A study was made of the nearly level, poorly drained 
Wiesenboden and Planosol soila developed from Peorlan loess 
in southwestern Iowa. These profiles compose a chrono-
seque ce in catenary association with the gently sloping, 
better drained chrono-litho-sequence of Prairie soils in 
the same area recently studied and reported by Kutton (15).  
In the field, the studies Included loess thickness and 
distribution pattern, morphological observation and des­
cription, and the collection of representative soil core 
and bulk samples. In the laboratory, physical and chemi­
cal testa and measurements were conducted. Six profiles 
along Traverse No. 5, and additional data by the author 
and others, for a Traverse No. 4 are presented. 
Loess thickness measurements, made at or near the 
profile site, indicate that the loess thins vjith distance 
in a manner in agreement with similar thickness-distance 
measurements made b:^- Hutton, and the change in soil pro­
file properties is functionally related to loess th'cknesa 
and distance from the point of initial loess deposition. 
In the field, these profiles reveal great morphologi­
cal differences varying from the uniform textural, struc-
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turcl, and color Prairie profile of the Winden series to 
tVie highly developed Planoaol profile of the Edina aeries. 
Mechanical analyses and clay fracticn&tion analyses 
indicate that the conspicfuous tSTtnral profiles developed 
along Traverse ?To. 3 are the result of the formotion, move­
ment, and acctmulct'on of large quantities of very fire clay 
with increaslnfr prcfile developsront. This fine clay appears 
to forffl initially in the subsn.rface horizon, and moves to 
jind accumulates at fcnsldersble depths in the profile. As 
profile developrert continues the emount of clay in the 
rnsximum clay accumulation horizon increases, and the maximum 
clay horizon occurs closer to the surface. The for!r.ation, 
movenient, and accumulation of fine clay occurs before the 
profile beeones appreciably acid and while the degree of 
base sp.turation is still qviitehigh. 
Othfir physical changes accompanying the formntion of 
a conspicuous textural profile include: (1) increasing 
volume v.'ei£-ht, (2) decreasing aeration and total porosity, 
and (3) decreasing permeability. These changes are most 
prominent in the Viorir.ons of mEximiiin clay accumulation, 
but they alsc occ'ir to a lessor extont in the A2 horizon, or 
the horizon of maximujn eluviation. 
Chemical chanp;es acconpanying increaainG prcfile de­
velopment Include increasing pH and catbnic eluviation pos­
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sibly in tjie order Na>K)Ga>Ivlij,> H. In the surface horizons, 
or zone of iEaxin.um organic matter acsimulation, inci^easing 
profile foriraticn is accompanied by decreasing total ni­
trogen, organic carbon, organic matter, and carbon-nitro­
gen ratio. 
With cliaiate, vegetation, and topography nearly con­
stant, parent material veria+^ions and tin.e of weathering 
are the tv/o most Important soil forming factors accounting 
for the pronounced profile variBtlons and development ob­
served alone Traverse No. 3. Of the two, parent material 
and tiiiie cf weathering, it :l3 believed time of weBthering 
is the MOiit ix-aportant soil forming factor. In accordance 
with the sequence concept of Jenny (16), it Is believed 
that these profiles coraprise a chrono-aequence. 
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C0FCLU3I01IS 
The conclusions oh may be deduced from this study 
include: 
(1) The Pra?.r5e-Wle30nhoden-Plano3ol soils situated slon£ 
Traverse Wo. 3 are developed from Prorian loess of 
Golisn origin. Morpholor;^'cnl, physical, and cheitijcal 
profile VRrl?^tlons of rjreat proportions have occrred 
as the thi'i'lcneas of the loess decreased, snd thr dis­
tance from point of initial looss deposition increased. 
(2) The nearly level, and for the rnoat part poorly drained, 
Preirie-Wiesenboden-Planoaol soils developed along 
Traverse 7> are catenary associates of the gently 
slopin;'^, better drained Prairie soils studied by 
Hutton (15). 
(3) Great morphological variations are clearly evident with 
decreasing loess thickness and increasing profile 
development. The "Inden profile developed from thick 
loess at the beginning of Traverse TTo. 5 has a very 
uniform textural, structural, and color profile with 
indistinct horizon differentiation. The lidlne profile 
at the end of Traverse No. 5 has a conspicuous color, 
structural, and texture profile ^vith sharp horizon 
distinctions. 
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(4) The most conspicuous physical change associated with 
decreasing loess thickness and increasing profile de­
velopment Is the formation of fine clay In the sub­
surface horizons, and its subsequent movement and 
accumulation In progressively greater amounts and at 
shallow depths In the subsoil horizons. The movement 
appears to be confined to the fine, less than #06 
micron,clay. Maximum clay formation, movement, and 
accumulation aopears to occur before the profile be­
comes appreciably acid and while the percent base 
saturation is still fairly high* 
(5) Other physical changes accompanying the development 
of a conspicuous textural profile include; (1) in­
creasing volume weight, (2) decreasing a^reation and 
total porosity, and (3) decreasing permeability# 
These changes are most prominent in the horizons of 
maximum clay accumulation, but they also occur to a 
lesser extent in the A2 horizon, or horizon of maxi­
mum eluvietion. 
(6) Chemical changes associated with decreasing leesa 
thickness and increasing profile development Include 
increasing pH and cationic eluviatlon possibly in the 
order Na>K>Ca>Mg>H. In the surface horizons, or zone 
of maximum organic matter, accumulation, increasing 
133-
prdflle formation in accompanied by decreasing total 
nitrogen, organic carbon, organic matter, and carbon-
nitrogen ration. 
fthlle small differences in the parent material xin-
doubtedly occurred due to wind fractionation at the 
time the loess was deposited, the most important soil 
forming factor is time of weathering, and Traverse No. 
3 is a chrono-sequence of soil profiles* 
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Wintercet Silty Clay Loam, P-135 
Location: NE NW !3W Section 6, T 75 N, R 28 Madison County, roadside 
bluegrass sod site, slope about 0 percent, collected by F. F, Riecken, 
March 30, 
Saiaple No« Depth Remarks 
P-135-1 
1^ 135-2 
P-135-3 
P-135-lt 
P-135-5 
1^ 135-6 
P-135-7 
P-135-8 
P-135-9 
p-135-10 
B-issm 
P-135-i2 
0-6« 
6-10" 
10-13" 
1>16« 
16-.19W 
19_22« 
22-25" 
25-29" 
2^ 3i;" 
3U-itO« 
ijO-W" 
Br, Black silty clay loam. Granular-crunb struct\ire« 
Br, fiL, si, c, loan# Granular structure. 
Br, E£L. si^ cl, loam, ca-anular structure, 
Br, HI, to dsky brown si, c, loam. Granular 
structure, 
ISky Brown si, c, loam^hv, si» c, loam. Granular, 
Dsky to dk brown hv, si, c, 1, Granular structure, 
Peds have 5&me faces. Size about 1/8 inch. Some 
It, olive gray and dsky yellow mottlings, 
Wk, broian to dk grayish brown si, c, or hv, si, c, 
1, Moderate amounts of It, olive gray and dsky 
yellow mottlings, peds granular to subangular-about 
1/8 inch size, 
Si« c, to liv, si. c, 1, about 2/3 light olive gray 
and wk. brown. The dark colors are along "faces," 
Strong contrast mottlings of dsky yellow ^d inoder-
ate orange, Peds are subangular to angular about 
2/8 inch in size, 
Lt, olive gray dominant color. Sone dk. browns 
along root channel and faces. Strong contrast 
mottlings of dsky yellows, moderjite orange and ctr# 
brown, Peds less distinct, tending to coarse 
blocky or massive. Texture si, c. 1, 
About as abovQ, Lt, olive gray to pale olive. Ho 
brown (dk and vdc). Structure less evident, si, c. 1. 
AS above* 
AS above. Much strong brown "iron stains,"hv, si, 
1. 
Table 12t Physical and Chemical Data for Winterset Silty Clay Loam, P-13^# Profile, 
Depth 
Sample in 
No. Inches 
Size j'raction in % 
^Omicron 5C^2 micron 2 micron 
pH Sands Silt Clay 
Exchangeable Cations 
a. e./lOO rjr: 
Ca Kg K 
C^Mg 
Ratio 
Organic 
Matter 
% 
1 0-6 5.9 3.u 68.3 28.3 16.7 2.3 0.36 8.0 70.7 7.3 6.02 
2 6-10 6*6 3.7 66.6 29.7 16.8 3.2 0.32 7.3 73.6 5.3 5.18 
3 10-13 6.2 li.l 63.6 32.3 16.1; 5.0 0.38 6.5 77.0 3.3 3.91 
13-16 6.3 sl.o 3u.5 16.7 5.3 0.ii8 6.2 78.h 3.2 2.77 
5 16-19 6,h ii.l 59.0 36.9 17.0 7.1 0.51 5.7 81.3 2.1; 2.32 
6 19-22 6.5 56.3 39.2 18.5 7.2 0.55 5.7 82.2 2.6 1.82 
7 22-2^ 6.8 3.9 $k.9 ia.2 19.1 9.3 0.55 5.0 85.u 2.1 1.36 
8 25-29 6.0 ii.o 53.9 U2.1 20.1 10.0 0.58 i;.2 88.1 2.0 0.87 
9 29-3li 6.2 I9.I1 9.0 0.5u 3.7 88.7 2.2 0.61 
10 3li-l40 6.2 h.9 6l.il 33.7 17.8 8.3 0.I49 3.5 88.u 2.1 0.u3 
n lio—w -
12 1*8-60 6.6 3.8 63.5 32.7 18.5 9.5 0.58 2.6 91.7 2.0 0.28 
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Haig Silo Loam, P-1 
Locations SW SW Section 23> T 72 N, R 22 Ij, Lucas County, cultivabed site, 
slope about 0 percent, collected by R«. Yf. Simonson, August 18, 1938. 
Horizon Depth Description 
0-6" ploived layer very dark prayish broim silt loam that is 
laellow and readily friable to fine soft crianbi More broim 
v/hen crushed. 
An lU" 'Ijioab >lack (when moist)# Finely graniilar silty clay 
loam. V. dark grayish brown ifdien dry. Pe'ds range from 
1-3 mm. in diameter, are moderately friable to crumb. 
Ao 18" Very dark gr&y silty clay to clay# Transitional horizon, 
Htmiei'ous concretions from just visible to l/8« diameter, 
Peds break down to medium granular (3-U nan.), but 
further working reduces ttem to plastic mass. 
^ 26" Dense, heavy clay \vith coarsely pi'ismatic structxire— 
prisms from 1 l/2" to 3 1/2" to 3''x8«, Numerous con^ 
cretions same as Eh, Surfaces of prisrs are dark gray 
variegated viith yellowish browi and specked -with dull 
orangen Light colored variegations increase with depth, 
^21 Transitional horizon. Lighter colored thmout than Ba 
but otherwise similar. Sm-faces of prisms sometimes 
appear waxy. Fine pin holes v/hich first began to appear 
in Bo are more common, not yet numeroTJS. Dull orange 
flecks more common, 
B_ 38" Transitional horizon. Dull, light graj' clay mottled 
^ -with dull orange and flecked with small spots and 
streaks of dark grayish brown. Tendency toward primatic 
structure has almost given way to coarse nut 1-2 1/2" 
dianieter. Surfaces of peds show a darker film. Tiny 
pin holes are common. Crushed dry surface—very light 
gray. 
Cx IjB" Transitional. Silty clay to silty clay loam. Surfaces 
of pt-ds still carry darker film} otherwise layer re­
sembles C« 
C 55" Light gray, even when moist, silty clay loam. Digs out 
in blocks 2" diameter, sometimes prismatic. Scattered 
dull orange mottlings, and there jure still a few coi>-
cretions. Surfaces of peds have a broken network of 
fine brown streaksj pin holes are numerous. 
Table 13t Physical and Chemical Data for Haig Silt Loam, P-1, Profile, 
Depth 2 micron Exchanj %able Cations Total Total 
Sanple in Clay m,e,j ^100 011 soil Exch. Exch. Carbon Nitrogen 
No* Inches Ca Hg E H Bases Cap. $ ^ PH 
1 0-6 29.0 19.51 5.09 0.315 8.5 22.5U 27.91; 2.81; .213 li.65 
2 6-10 3L.9 22.i;9 6.71 0.ii2li 26.67 28.80 2^6 .I60 5.00 
3 lO-lU 33.5 1;«6 1-97 *132 5.35 
1; lli-18 I4I.0 2it.58 8.88 0.U9I; 31.69 32.38 1.61; .118 5.140 
5 18-22 lili.O 3.1; I.3I; 5*19 
6 22-26 ii3.0 25.55 10.29 0.306 33.90 32.25 l.Ol; .068 5.85 
7 26-30 i;7.6 2.3 0.59 6.15 
8 30-33 1;0.5 23.22 10.83 0.315 2.1 33.28 31.11; 0.1;2 .038 6.20 
9 3>36 la..5 0.37 6.o5 
10 36-39 35.8 23.02 10.76 0.1;3l; 1.7 31.67 29.28 0.33 6.10 
11 39-l;2 31.2 1.5 0.23 , 6.35 
12 k2-k^ 0.21 .021; 6.25 
13 l;5-li8 29.8 22.16 9.93 O.196 1.5 30.15 25.1;8 O.19 6.20 
lH l;8-5l 30.0 1.0 0.19 6,30 
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Marion Silt Loam, P-7 
Location; Mi/ SW Section 6, T 71 N, R 1? W, l?onroe County, oak-hickory 
hardwood forest site, collected by R, W. Sinionson, iipril 21;, 19lil» 
profile Description 
A Scattering of oak leaves over siarface showing soe® weathering. 
Aq Approximately 1/2" of "well deconposed organic materials which grade 
into surface of mineral soil, 
A]_ Dark greyish brovm to irery dark [greyish silt losan with fine soft 
crumb structia^e—peds from 1—3 ran diameter. Lower boundary of hor­
izon is diffused—circa 1" thick, occassional small concretions, 
^2 Variagated lifiht and dark grey silt loam, So.-l digs out in ir­
regular blocks that crush to fine small cruribs:. Transitional lif;ht 
greyish layer, silt loam, v/hite when dry, containing numerous con­
cretions from those barely visible to 1/8" diameter. Soil feels 
floury when rubted betr/een fingers, faint indication of platy 
structure, occassional spots of dark colored material* 
^21 Similai* to a. except it is lighter in color and contains more coi>-
cretions. 
Bn Transitional. Silty clay loam that is light grey when crushed, 
faintly inottled in places. Surfaces of peds carry most of mottlings 
which are numerous enou^ to give soil a faint yellowish brown cast. 
SLocky structure (1/14-1/2") • 
B2 DuU yellovdsh jrey clay, extremely heayy and plastic whsn wet. Breaks 
up into large irregular blocks, broken faces carry numerous small 
d»in orange mottlings. Concretions less numerous than in An and B3. 
Horizon becomes slightly lighter in color in lower part and the 
mottlings appear more distinct, 
Variagated grey, dull yellovfish grey, and dull orange silty clay to 
silty clay loam, contrast mottlings greater than in B , Numerous 
concretions, dark brown to black, 2-5 mm. Colors of soil mass 
generally dull. 
C Similar to B-j but becoming lighter colored rrith increasing depth. 
Loess extends to 96" when, till was encountered. Peds that break 
out are fairly large; break dovm fairly readily. Dark colored 
films gradually disappear through B^ and are pretty much gone in C 
horizon. 
Table lU: Physical and Chemical Data for Marion Silt Loam, P-7> Profile 
San^jle 
No. 
Depth 
in 
Inches PH 
Max. 
H2O 
Cap. 
Hoist. 
Equiv, 
50 micron 
Sands 
2 micron 
Clay 
% 
ExchangeaKLe Cations 
Q.e./lOO gm soil 
Ca Mg E 
Total 
Ex. 
Bases 
Total Carbon 
Ex. % 
Gap. 
1 0.5-0 5.3 19.5 28.1 U.6 1.00 33.3 32.1 6.57 
2 0-3 5.1 80.5 25.8 ii.3 17.2 12.2 2.It 0.1i9 15.6 19.3 2.81; 
3 6.1+ 0.5 0.26 7.9 15.2 1.91 
h i4.5-7 3.9 57.6 21.5 5.2 17.2 2.3 O.li 0.17 2.9 9.2 1.00 
5 7-10 l.li 1.0 0.15 1.9 8.5 0.57 
6 10-12 3.9 h3.9 20.0 6.8 13.3 1.3 O.i; O.lh 1.8 8.7 0.37 
8 1^-18 3.9 78.5 29.1 2.U it2.7 6.2 6,6 O.liO 12.7 28.2 0.57 
10 21-21^ i;.l 90.0 3I1.I 2.5 li9.5 8.9 7.9 0.1i6 18.2 35.0 t.52 
12 27-30 i;.2 85.0 33.0 2.3 14^.1 11.1 8.8 0.50 20.5 31.2 0.U5 
Ih 3>36 J|.6 83.6 31.2 3.3 38.7 12.6 9.2 0.U6 22.9 29.0 0.28 
16 39-U2 80.5 31.9 3.1 36.3 13.1; 9.1 O.lUt 2h,l 27.0 0.25 
18 8i»»5 31.5 2.3 33.7 11;.5 9.1 0.36 2U.8 25.3 0.21 
20 ^7-66 78.2 30.0 2.8 31.8 II4.0 8.8 0.3I; 25.2 2U.9 0.21 
22 72-8U 76.3 27.5 2.2 28.8 12.9 7.6 0.33 22.U 23.1 0.19 
